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PART Is GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction

1« The last two development decades made no significant impact on the economies

of the least developed countries in general and those in Africa in particular. The

" performances in the 1970s compared to the 1960s worsened in many respects. The

deterioration of the economies of African least developed countries can be seen

from the per capita GDP growth which declined from 1,1 per cent in 1960s to 0.8 per

cent in the 1970s. The growth rates for agriculture and food production fell short

of population growth thus giving rise to serious food deficits- The growth in the

manufacturing sector was reduced from 8,8 per cent in the 1960s to 3»3 per cent

in the 1970s. All these reflect the low level of .investment and inadequate flow

of resources to these countries. Furthermore, added to the deterioration of the

economies of the least developed countries, their external indebtedness increased

as a result of inadequate flow of real resources on concessionary terms. Worst of

all persistent droughts and other natural impediments created additional burden on

these countries. With the escalation of the prices of oil, food shortages, growing

current account deficits and balance of payments crisis, and the unabated inflationary

pressures the very survival of African least developed countries is in question,

2. Modest efforts have been made both domestically and internationally to alleviate

the level of poverty. But the latter has been far from being adequate both in terms

of the magnitude and quality of resource flow to these countries. Assistance secure.;.

on bilateral and multilateral bases have been insufficient, uncertain and project—
I

tied. The process of securing foreign assistance and utilization has been slow thus

causing long delays and frustration.
■

3. As far as the problems themselves are concerned, they vary from country to

country in terms of their peculiarities although they are similar in nature* In

some of the least developed countries the most immediate and urgent problems are

those of food shortages and lack of foreign exchange to pay the import bill, inclu&in;

that of petroleum and other essential items. In others^ while the above problems
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also exist, debt-servicing and the overall balance of payment deficits are critical.

On top of these problems, some least developed African countries are land-locked

and therefore in double Jeopardy- as a result of high costs of transportation and

other services. The economic situation in these countries is unacceptable; it has

to be changed fundamentally within the context of the New International Economic

Order.

• 4. Realising the seriousness of the problems of development, Africa has, for the

first time, come out with a plan of action for the coming development decade. The

. Lagos Plan of Action has given due emphasis to the special problems facing Africa's

least-developed countries and recommended possible measures particularly in the most

crucial areas such as agriculture and food production, the use of energy as well

as the resources required to meet the immediate needs of these countries and their

long-term development.

5. With regard to agricultural development the main objective is three-fold: self-

sufficiency in food production, expansion and diversification of exports, and production

of sufficient raw materials input for their agro-based industries. In order to meet

these objectives it is quite imperative to make the productivity dntsro in agriculture.

The main strategy includes the supply of technical inputs and improvement of farming

technology in order to improve yields. It is also necessary to provide the necessary

infrastructure, especially feeder roads, as well as marketing,storage and credit

facilities. Wherever feasible, simple irrigation schemes will have to be initiated

in view of serious droughts. The Strategy should by no means be limited to

technical measures. These have to be reinforced by social reforms, wherever necessary,

proper pricing policies, as well as by institutional development including co-operative

development. All these implv ±he allocation of more resources to improve the required

productivity and to cover the cost of financing stabilization schemes and food

. security.

6. In the area of energy, the immediate effort would be required to contain the

1 costly oil imports and develop alternate sources such as solar and geothermal. This

effort has to be followed by systematic exploration of resources including minerals

and water resources for agricultural development and power needs- Here again, financial

assistance on most concessionary terms would be essential to develop this vital

sector. It should be emphasised that resource requirements both for balance of

payments support and long-term development should be substantial. The improvement

of the terms and conditions including non-project aid, local cost financing and
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assistance in debt cancellation are essential features of resource flow to least

developed countries.

7. A great deal of discussions and recommendations have been made on the plight

of least-developed countries in various international fora. Suffice it to mention

here that most of the resolutions passed have yet to be put into action. This is

the greatest challenge to the international community in the Third Development Decade.

The Fifth Session of UNCTAD in its resolution 122(v) launched a new programme for

the least developed countries. This programme has two phases:

(a) The Immediate Action Programme (1979-1981) is aimed at immediate support

to the economies of the least-developed countries with a view of meeting

the urgent needs as well as creating the necessary basis for long-term

development requirements.

(b) A Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s. This phase is

designed for fundamental changes in the economies of the least developed

countries through structural changes. This includes the provision of basic

needs both to the urban and rural poor, emergency support during natural dis

asters and unforeseen shortfalls in resource mobilization, as well as the

identification and development of investment opportunities that could transform

the economies of the least-developed countries for self-sustained development.

8. In view of the forthcoming UN Conference on the Least Developed Countries,

in September 1981, in Paris* tne Economic Commission for Africa recommended a

Conference of Ministers of the African Least Developed Countries, in order to:

(a) review and appraise the economic and social condition in the African

least developed countries, in the 1970s;

(b) review the progress for the implementation of the Immediate Action

Programme (1979—8l) and the Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s;

(c) study aid modalities;

(d) prepare ECA Work Programme for African LDCs including the evaluation and

co-ordination of regional and international activities in favour of these

countries; and

(e) review the preparation for the UN Conference on the Least Developed Countries

and related issues.

9. Pursuant to the above recommendation, ECA sent Ministerial
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missions to the African least developed countries with a view of discussing with

a view of discussing with appropriate officials of African LDCs. The terms of reference

for the Ministerial Mission to African least developed countries include discussions

with appropriate officials of the respective countries on the above broad issues

as well as the preparation for and expectations from Utf Conference on LDCs, country

review meetings and ECA Conference of Ministers. This report is based on the

findings of the mission which visited Lesotho, Sudan, Malawi and Gambia,
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PART II: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

9&* The mission which visited Lesotho, Sudan, Malawi and Gambia (15 March.—15 April

198l) had extensive discussions with the appropriate authorities of these countries,

especially with ministers of Planning, Finance, Agriculture, Transport and

Communications and representatives of other organizations such as Central Banks.

.Discussions were made on substantive issues of development as well as those related

to the preparation of the UU Conference for the Least Developed Countries, including

^country reviews and post-conference arrangements* Based on these discussions and

reviews of available material and information on the countries visited, the following

summary and conclusion can be drawn.

Performance of the economies

10. The overall performances of the economies of these countries over the last

decade reveal that there have been stagnations in growth and ±n fact negative growth

in some of these countries. This grim picture is reflected in the GDP growth

rates, agricultural stagnation due to primarily adverse weather conditions, the de

terioration of the terms of trade with growing gap in current account deficits and

worsening situation in the balance of payments, particularly towards the end of the

decade and the beginning of the 1980s.

11. The flow of concessionary resources for the balance of payments support as

well as development needs have been inadequate to correct existing imbalances and

embark upon development on reliable bases in order to meet pressing economic and

social needs of these countries. There have been persistent shortfalls in current

surplus of public finance which constitutes major investment component of their

economies.

,12» Severe constraints have been created by the rising prices of oil and food imports

both having serious consequences on the foreign exchange reserves and the balance

of payments*
•

13. The biarden of debt servicing have become evident with the hardening of the

terms and conditions of external loans and credits thus changing the debt profile

of these countries.

14O The rate of world inflation and domestic price escalations especially of

essential items, and the existence of unemployment especially in the urban areas

have made economic situation in real terms unacceptable to the populace.,
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Food and agriculture

15. The stagnation of agriculture, coupled with persistent droughts particularly

towards the end of the 1970s in all of these countries has caused serious food shortages

thus creating burden on the meagre foreign exchanges, despite some external assistance

on grant basis. In all the four countries the percentage of food imports have

increased relative to total imports % and in some of the countries food imports

constitute as much as 20 per cent of export earnings. It is therefore imperative

that for the 1980s, especially in the short-term programme the main thrust in agri

cultural development should be in food production. To this end, it is essential

that i

(a) serious efforts >e made to intensify the use of technical inputs including

better seeds and cultural practices, provision of transport, marketing, storage

and credit facilities,

(b) reform measures related to land use both for crop production and livestock

development be formulated and properly implemented.

(c) proper balance in production of food grains and export crops be maintained,

(d) pricing policies and appropriate incentives be formulated and pu* into

action to raise and sustain the level of productivity,

(e) adequate resources be allocated to agriculture especially from external

sources on giant basis or on most concessionary terms,

(f) the training of manpower, carrying out of researches and improvement of

institutional and organizational machinery be over-hauled to meet the urgent

needs of this vital sector of the economv through a well-conoeived and co

ordinated system of technical assistance.

16. During the mission's discussions with the appropriate authorities, it was possibl.

to note full recognitions given to priorities and the difficulties entailed. It

remains for each country to take into account existing circumstances and take relevant

policy measures. These constitute challenges for African least developed countries

in the immediate future. Donors on the other hand have to. be urged for the

substantial flow of resources, financial and technical, for the productivity drive

in agriculture as well as for the financing of stabilization schemes and reserve

requirements.
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Industry

17. Agro-based industries for import substitution and processing of export

commodities remain to be tbe basis for industrialization, although in some countries,

there is strong justification to develop mining. The proper utilization of existing

capacities, however, has to precede new investments* Existing constraints include

power shortages, spare parts and the required inputs. These problems have to be

contained on priority basis for any worthwhile industrial development.

Power and energy

18. Oil price increases pose one of the most serious threats to the development

of African least developed countries because of the limitations in the alternate

uses of energy in the short—term. Countries visited by the mission spend 30-90

per cent of their export earnings to pay the import bill of oil. It is therefore

evident that special action is required to facilitate the financing of oil and

develop the alternate use of energy including the development of hydrocarbon and

electric power. The latter is particularly crucial since power failure, among

other things, seems to be responsible for the existing unused capacities in the

industries.

19. Furthermore, a look into the management of public enterprise with a view of

improving their efficiency, productivity and mobilization of resources is stronglv

recommended.

Transport and communications

20» This sector is equally crucial particularly for the land-locked countries like

Lesotho and Malawi. The mission was able to note the relatively substantial

investments made over the 1970s in infrastructure in most of the countries visited.

It is recommended that proper balances and linkages "he made with other sectors.

This may imply reordering of priorities in favour of directly productive investments

without necessarily neglecting this important sector.

L



Immediate Action Programme (1979-81)

21* Discussions with authorities of respective countries reveal that some

countries have been operating on the basis of aiyrc&3 programmes, some on the liases of

a i'ive-year programme, and one country launched a three-year investment programme.

During this period it is noted that a few number of donors responded to the call

for special assistance to these countries for substantial resources on concessionary

terms and quick disbursement*

22. The same weakness is evident in debt cancellation or conversion into grants con

sistent with UNCTAD resolutions. In the contrary, most of the countries debt

profile hardened due to resort to commercial credits in order to adjust to the pre

vailing crisis, largely caused by droughts, food and oil imports.

Substantial New Programme

23» Most of the least-developed countries visited have a five-year investment

programme and some a five-year development plan. Resource requirements for the

1980s both for adjustment t:> current crises - food shortages, oil import, debt servic

ing and overall balance of payments problems and the medium—and long—term investment

requirements are substantial in view of the fact that the Immediate Action

Programme has not been fully implemented as stated above. African LDCs have to

develop strategies for short-term and long-term basis. In the short-term, in

particular they have to concentrate on structural adjustment such as choosing quick

yielding investments to enable the economy recover and resume momentum of

development,

24« On the resource side, a fresh look into new possibilities of massive flow

to LDCs in the 1980s both from bilateral and multi-lateral sources, is urgently

needed if development plans and investments have to be realized with due urgency.

Because, further delay implies the compounding of existing crises. In this respect,

it is recommended that:

(a) the international community accept an Exceptional Programme of Action

to meet the needs for adjustment to current crisis as well as medium—term

and long—term development requirements,
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(b) concessionary assistance from ODA including OPEC sources and resouroes

of multilateral institutions be substantially increased to compensate

shortfall of targets,

(c) non-project tied assistance with quick disbursement and flexibility of

procedures be the main feature of resource flow,

(d) urgent measures be taken to alleviate debt burden especially during the

period of adjustment,

(e) special facilities to finance oil and food imports be created,

(f) concessionary assistance be provided for energy development,

(g) Special consideration for food aid and emergency assistance be made

immediately.

Aid modalities

25- A general concern expressed by the authorities of the countries visited revolved

on the inadequacy of the volume as well as the quality of assistance provided to

these countries. There is a strong feeling that donors have not fully responded

to the call for special assistance to the African least developed countries as

envisaged in the Immediate Action Programme and the Substantive New Programme for

the Third Development Decade.

26. Emphasis was made on the hardening of terms and conditions of aid especially

towards the end of the 1970s when these countries faced a number of crises. It

wau also expressed that not many donors have been willing to cover a substantial

portion of local costs. Due to donors procedures there have been considerable

delays in reimbursement of funds paid in advance thus creating serious burden on

the treasuries.

27. It is therefore recommended that all donors take into account the special

circumstances of the African least developed countries and provide a. substantial

level of assistance in the form of grants. Assistance provided should also include

local cost financing^in*luding recurrent costs related to development programmes.

Furthermore, it is vital to provide assistance to support the balance of payments

over and above assistance for long term development needs. It is equally important

that emergency assistance be adequate and prompt to meet the pressing needs of

these countries.
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28. To alleviate the current crisis facing African least developed countries,

especially the burden of debt servicing, it is recommended that donors take

immediate measures for debt cancellation or conversion into grants,

29. In order to improve the volume as well as the quality of resource flow to

least developed countri of Africa, it is equally important to simplify donor

procedures for better flexibility, non-project tied and thus raise the level of

disbursement to commitment ratios. These are some of the main points that have

emerged during the missions discussions^ and the international community should

be urged to make special considerations to remove these constraints.

•Country presentation

30. Most of the countries have completed investment programmes for country

presentation. One country, however, has yet to complete the necessary document.

The mission emphasized the importance attached to country reviews with donors.

All the four countries indicated their full support for the arrangement and expressed

their appreciation to ECA for taking the initiatives to help preparation including

the arrangements1 for ministerial missions. Some of the countries indicated that

they had earlier meetings with their donors and the forthcoming country-reviews

would be a follow up of previous understandings and commitments*

31. All the countries expressed their support for the Ministerial Conference in

July and agreed to participate effectively in order to harmonize the position of

African least developed countries for the United Nations Conference in Paris,

September 1981.

32. With regard to African Strategy, the mission exchanged views on the Lagos

Plan of Action and in this respect feels that the Plan of Action has to be revamped

as a basis for future strategies,

Ug Conference/Post Conference

33. Despite existing enthusiasm for the forthcoming UN Conference for the least

developed countries, no one at this stage could forsee the likely results of the

Conference. Most countries, therefore, expressed their concerns and anxiety regarding

this matter. There is a ageneral feeling that the international community has

to be more committed than ever since what is at stake is the very survival of

least developed countries in general and the African least developed countries

in particular. It was emphasized that the problems of adjustment to world economic

L
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crisis and the resource need to meet development requirements in these countries

is "beyond their current means. It is therefore imperative that concerted actions be

taken for concrete commitments and appropriate measures to translate commitments

into action over a given time framework.

34. In this regard, international institutions such as UUCTAD have to provide

the necessary assistance with a view to obtaining the necessary political commitment

of donors and their effective participation in the conference including the level

of representation.

35* Tke Economic Commission for Africa in its part has a very important role to

play in harmonizing the position of African LDCs, and articulating their special

circumstances since they constitute two-thirds of all the least developed countries.

36. As far as post-conference arrangements are concerned most countries do not

have concrete proposals at this stage. There seems to be an attitude of wait-and-

see the results of the conference. However, there appears to be support for existing

institutions rather than new ones to follow up the affairs of least developed

countries. Some countries, in fact, expressed strong reservations regarding the

creation of new institution as this would result in the jpFQiiCaraiiaa.■ of functions.

As already pointed out both regional and international institutions such as ECA

and UUCTAD, respectively have vital roles to play to voice the interests of least

developed countries. ECA, for instance, should continue reviewing the economic

situations of African LDCs, coordinate their positions and follow up international

developments with the co-operation of UNCTAD. National instituions of respective

countries with the assistance of UNDP have their own roles to play with regard

to the monitoring aspirations of their countries and effective participation in

the global efforts for the mobilization of resources.

37. To this end, it is recommended to strengthen existing institutions with clear

mandates and the necessary organizational machinery to pursue the conclusions of

the UK Conference with a view to translating them into actions.



38. In conclusion, the mission wishes to express its appreciation to all

authorities and representatives of various institutions of respective countries

for their assistance to facilitate the visit of the mission and for their candid

opinions on vital issues confronting their respective countries as well as all

least developed countries. It may be suggested here that adequate preparations

for auch Qdaeloxis would indeed be vital and more fruitful in exchanging views and

formulating stratagies with all concerned in order to improve the plights of African

least developed countries.
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PART HIi COUNTRY REVIEW

A. THE GAMBIA: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

Introduction

39. The results of the Gambia's economic performance over the last decide is a reflection

of the country's overdenendence on one major cash crop, the groundnuts, *jhich account for

, up to ^0 per cent of gross domestic product and 90 per cent of domestic exports. Earnings

from exports are vulnerable to the fluctuations due to the vagarie of weather and the

■ world commodity prices. Over the last three years of the 1970s, in particular, the economy-

suffered due to a succession of droughts that afflicted all Sahelian countries. Ground

nut production fell by nearly 50 per cent reaching the lowest level in the decade. This

hat?, a serious impact both on the export sector and domestic economic activities.

40. Due to shortages in food production - major food arops i.e. millet, sorghum, rice

and maize - import of rice, constituting about 40 per cent of food import, or 20 per cent

of total import, increased, creating pressure on the foreign exchange reserves.

41. Exacerbating the situation, the import bill of petroleum kept on scalating, comprisi»g

13 per cent of total import or 30 per cent of export earningst thus increasing from less

than 10 per cent over the earlier five years.

42. The net effect of these constraints on the Gambian economy in the 1970s was economic

stagnation, deterioration in the terms of trade and mounting problems in the balance

of payments. Policy implications for the Government, as in most least developed countries,

is evident for more determination and concrete action in order to make necessary adjustments

to these immediate and short-term problems, as well as long-term development challenges.

Overall performance

43. The Government investment programme for the decade commenced with what was called

the Third Capital Expenditure Programme covering the period I970/7I to 1974/75. This

programme focused on some major public sector projects to broaden the agricultural base

and the reorganization of public utilities and removing some other constraints such as

institutional set up in order to improve ;their implementation capacity. This programme

L
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was a follow-up" of earlier two programmes which emphasized social and administrative

activities as well as communication services*

44 • The first attempt at development planning however, began with the First Five Year

Plan (l975/76-198o/8l) which highly emphasised rural development, agricultural develop

ment including diversification of groundnut production and self-sufficiency in cereals.

The main target of the plan was to achieve an average growth rate of 4«5 per cent of

GDP per annum. Due to difficulties of implementation the plan was extended to six

years. Total development expenditure at the end of the six years is estimated at about

D 420 million representing "JO per cent of expenditures planned for the First Five Year

Plan. Of the total expenditure, 70 per cent was financed from external sources while

30 per cent of the expenditure was covered from domestic resources.

45, A look at the sectoral shares of the pctblic investment during the First Five Year

Plan indicates that 43 per cent of 0420 million went to infrastructure, transport and

communications, 13.6 per oent to agrioultnre^uid atout 10 per cent to public utilities.

This shows that very little was invested in productive sectors of the economy.

46, The growth in GDP during 1974/75 - I98O/8I is estimated at 11 per cent in current

prices (from D 220.3 million to D 419*6 million) despite a high rate of investment of 21

per cent of GDP. The ratio of gross investment to GDP is estimated to have increased from

about 11 per cent in 1975/76 to 29 per cent in 1980/81. During the same period, the rate

of growth of population is estimated at 2H8 per cent indicating a decline in per capita

income. Growth in agriculture is estimated at 6 per cent in current prices. Decline in

agricultural output, particularly towards the end of the plan period was the main cause

of slow growth of GDP.

47, Export declined from a value of D84 million to D65 million while import rose from

D80 million to E90 million largely due to increases in food imports and oil imports.
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Agriculture and Food Needs

48. As in most least-developed countries, agriculture plays a dominant role in the

Gambian economy - contributing to one - third of ODP, providing a livelihood for more than

80 per cent of the people, and producing 90 per cent of the export earnings of the country.

The main food crops are rice, millet and sorghum while the only major export crop is

«**«andnu-t although cotton is also- important. The main objective of the First Five Years

Plan as far as agriculture was concerned, was to achieve self-sufficiency in food, at

least to reduce the substantial import of rice, increase the production of groundnut

from 135*000 metric tons to 180,000 metric tons, and diversify agricultural production in

order to reduce vulnerability to fluctuations to international commodity prices and weather

conditions.

4-9, Because of serious drought situation production targets both for the food crops and

exports fell short of the First Five Years Plan. Furthermore, the prices of groundnut

fell to a low level in I979/8O, thus accentuating the decline in export earnings due to

lo:-r production. The main constraints facing agriculture, namely the lack of inadequate and

reliable rainfall, availability and distribution of agricultural inputs, adequate market

ing and storage facilities have to be overcome through a deliberate Government policy

and vigorous action programmes,

50. The fisheries sub-sector which currently contributes less than 5 per cent of GDP and

about 7 per cent of exports, has a lot of potentialities given the drastic improvement in

the management of the Fishing Corporation, improvement in the methods of preserving and

marketing of products as well as the provision of necessary credit facilities and exten

sion services,

51, Livestock resources in the Gambia consisting over 3,000,000 heads of cattle and about

the same number of sheep and goats together, could be taped if serious efforts are made

in the area of vetinerary services, feed and water supply for cattle as well as marketing

and storage facilities. Although social problems may exist, as in other developing

countries, against the rationalization of tho size of the cattle herd, through proper pricing
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policies, extension services and the improvement in the management of livestock marketing

institution, the sub-sector can be a vital supplement to the others both for export

and import substitution.

52. Whatever the prospects for agricultural development in the medium- and long-term,

the supply of sufficient food, especially cereals, remain crucial in the immediate

and short-term period. It is estimated that the demand for food (cereals) per year

reaches about 89,000 tons. This is presently covered by 65,000 tons from domestic

production and 24,000 tons (rice) from imports. This demand is based on the estimate

of per capita consumption of 140 kg; but other estimate of 170 kg per capita may be likely

and therefore the total demand would be about 103,000 tons per year thus increasing

the level of deficit. The deficit has to be met from imports, food aid and other

emergency assistance on more secure and reliable basis. Furthermore, it is essential

to maintain a minimum level of food reserve.

53« To meet the shortfall in rice production, it is envisaged to launch a project

(bridge/barrage) across River Gambia in order to develop 24,000 hectares of irrigated

land. It is, however, necessary to carry out a full appraisal of technical, including

environmental effects, as well as the financial feasibility of this project.

54* Other than technical matters, it is essential to look into the possibility of

existing disincentives which hamper the production of food cereals as opposed to cash

crops, especially groundnuts, A serious gap in price differentials seem to exist between

'cereals and groundnuts. There is therefore the need to review policy measures with

this regard.

55. In agriculture, as in all activities, the quality of manpower remains crucial for

the Gambia* The availability of the necessary manpower in planning, project implementa

tion, extension services as well as in the management of public enterprises is the sin

cfuoi non for the Gambia's development. It should be emphp-sized that the availability

of skilled manpower, and above all, the determination and dedication of the civil

servants, managers, and everyone associated with the development of the country would
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be the determinant factor for dev6lopment,the greatest challenge for the Gambia in the

1980s.

Industrial Development

56. The base of industrial development in the Gambia is yet to be developed. The share

of manufacturing in GDP is estimated at less than 3 per cent, and over 60 per cent of

industrial establishments are engaged in food, and beverage processing. The First

Five Years Plan recognized the importance of processing domestic products such as ground

nuts and fish, and envisaged substantial private investment in manufacturing. To

encourage private investment very liberal system of incentives including exemption

from custom duties income tax holidays, and tariff protection for local industries.

57. Dispite the above policy measures, major constraints such as lack of natural resource,

the small.size of the market for industrial products, the availability of funds and

above all, trained manpower in the management of industrial enterprises, all these

have to be systematically assessed immediately if serious results are expected in the

medium-term of the decade.

*

58. Prospects for tourism could be improved with due regard given to linkages with

other sectors of the econorry. During the First Five Years Plan a significant portion

of public investment was made in the development of infrastructure, and this had an

impact on the tourism industry. It is, however, vital to review the contribution of

tourism in generating net foreign exchange earnings for the country. Here again, the

quality of management remains crucial to this important service industry.

gy and Power

59, The energy bill of the Gambia wfiich used to be about D7 million per annum has incr

eased by over five and half times over a few years and has reached about D40 million

per annum. It was estimated that a few years ago about 75 per cent of the energy-

requirements were met from firewood and charcoal. With the fast growing depletion of

forests and the expansion of development projects the import bill for fuel rose from
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10 per cent of total imports in I975 to 13 per cent in I98O or about 3C per cent of

total export earnings. There seems to be no ready solution to alleviate the problem or

for the substitution of the sources of energy, although it is believed that the. Government

is presently studying possibilities of policy reviews in this area.

.60. Problems are compounded by the fact that nearly all the power stations use expensive

fuel oil, and additional generating capacity would be immediately necessary as well as

■ during the Second Five Year Plan. The distribution and transmission facilities both

in the urban and rural areas while necessary would have a serious implication in terms

of foreign exchange and domestic costs.

61. The Gambia River, being navigable for its entire length in Gambia, has been the

traditional means of transport serving the export of groundnuts and import of rice and

fertilizers. At present, however, the Trans-Gambia Highway serves a very important

north-south road, crossing the Gambia River via ferry. The total length of roads consists

of 469 km of paved roads, 469 km of gravel roads and 1,381 Ion of unimproved roads. The

proposed bridge/barrage project, if realized would be an added advantage since existing

delays in crossing the river on ferries would be minimised.

62. Improvement in communication including aviation services and effective utiliza

tion of existing facilities would be necessary to maximize the economic benefits from

this sector. This includes the use of airport facilities for tourism.

63 The rationalization of the effective use of river transport and the road system has

to be constantly reviewed with a view of economic operations. This is important because

of the rise of petroleum prices and the high cost of maintenance of roads. Furthermore,

enterprises for transport operation have to be reorganized and strengthened to ensure an

effective and efficient system of transport and communication. Future expansion and

investment in this sector is dependent on the review of the existing systems and

facilities.
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Public Finance

64. Government revenue during the First Five Years Plan increased substantially from

about D32 million in 1974/75 to D93 million in I979/8O. The ratio of revenue to GDP

is estimated to have risen from 16 per cent in 1974/75 to about 23 per cent in 1980/81.

The structure of revenue indicates that more than half of the Government revenue are

derived from import duties largely due to the role of Banjul as an entreport for imports

of neighbouring countries Senegal, Mali, Guinea, etc. This poses a dilemma to restric

tion of imports in the face of foreign exchange constraint because of their source of

revenue from re-export trade to neighbouring countries,

65. Revenue collected from export duties are vulnerable to the decline of groundnut

export and is expected to be lower in 198O/8I than in the First Five Years Plan.

66. The growth of recurrent expenditure during the First Five Years Plan was about 18

per cent per annum, about the same as the grovrth of recurrent revenue. It should be

noted, however, that a surplus of that D22 million was generated over the plan period,

and this helped to finance a part of the development expenditure.

67. The developnent expenditure of the public sector increased substantially in the

First Five Years Plan. For instance, it rose from Dll.5 million in 1974/75 to D41

million in 1976/77 to increase again to D101 million in 1977/78. This level was expected

to be maintained for the last two years of the plan. Total development expenditure for

the First Five Years Is D424*5 million.

68. To finance development expenditure, external financing plays an important role, due

to a narrow domestic surplus, although parastatals did help in financing some portion of

the development expenditure. During the six years of the First Five Years Plan, of

the total public sector development expenditure of F424.5 million, D303 million or 71

per cent was financed from external sources, largely from loans and some grants includ

ing STABEX fund from the EEC.
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6.9. The challenge for the 1980s in the drive for resource mobilization is how to

broaden a reliable revenue base, contain the growth of recurrent expenditure and finance

the development expenditure from domestic saving as well as from external concessionary

sources. A special effort is required to achieve the latter since over the plan period

75 per cent of the external financing constituted loans. This magnitude added to the

hardening profile of the external debt would pose a serious financing problem for the

1980s.

External Trade and Balance of Payments

70. The balance of payments was constantly in a downward trend since 1970. The decline

was more serious in the last tiro years. Domestic as uell as external factors have cont

ributed to this imbalance. Agricultural production decelerated due to successive three

years of drougit and adverse climatical conditions The dependence on one export crop

made the economy more vulnerable to viorld markets fluctuations. Export prices of ground

nuts, which fetched about 35 to 90 per cent of the country's exchange earnings, consider

ably depressed in the last 5 years. This has been aggravated by the tremendous rise

of imports due to the liberal open trade policy.

71. Domestic exports after rising to em unprecedented level in 197^/77 of D106.1 million

following a bumper crop year, fell markedly in 1977/78 and 1978/79 to D88 million and

D 94.4 million respectively. A further decline w&s noticed in 1979/80 when exports

fell to D83.5 million due to delayed shipments of groundnuts of the previous year

harvest. The erratic performance of exports was due both to fluctuations in volume

and prices. In the last three years, adverse clirnatical conditions affected both the

production and quality of groundnuts. However, the bad performance of domestic exports

has been partly offset by the rise in re-exports which accounts to about one-fourth of

the total exports. The entreport trade is expected to rise substantially in view of

the low level of Gambian import duties.

72. Imports expanded tremendously with an annual rate of growth of 25,8 per cent over

the period 1974/75-1978/79, About 70 per cent of the growth was largely accounted for

by increases in imports of food and petroleum products. Pood imports increased from
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D17.1 million in 1974/75 to D63.9 million in 1979/80, an increase of almost four-folds.

The share of food in total imports rose from 19 per cent in 1974/75 "to 22 per cent in

1978/79 clue "to the acute food shortages resulting from the drought and severe clihiatical

conditions. The recent oil price hikes and the increases in development expenditure

during the first 5-year plan, has seriously strained the balance of payment. Imports

of oil rose from D7.9 million in 1974/75 "to D26.2 million in 1973/79* an increase of

more than three-folds. The rise in imports has been largely effected by the import

expansion policy and the rise in unit value which recorded 80 percentage points increase

in five years time from 1974/75 to 1979/80 compared to only 11,1 percentage points

deceleration in exports for the same period. Thus, terms of trade deteriorated from

83.9 in 1976/77 to 73.4 in 1978/79 and further declined to 49.9 in I979/8O, exactly half

of what it had been 5 years ago. As a result of the expanded liberal policy and the

inability to boost exports, the trade deficit accumulated from D3o million in 1974/75

to D2O7.3 million in 1979/80.

73» The current account on the "balance of payment deteriorated from a surplus of

D11.5 million in 1974/75 to a deficit of D116.6 nillior in 1978/79 and further to

117.2 million in 1979/3°» Hith the growing decline in the balance of payment, there

was a continuous drain on foreign exchange reserves which fell from D71.8 millions in

1974/75 "to only D12.9 million in I979/8O, or what is only equivalent to 16 days of

imports. In view of the escalating prices of oil and food which strip off about 32 per

cent of the total imports bill, and the formidable difficulties encountered in acquiring

balance of payment support, approach has frequently been made to IMP for extended fund

facilities. Pood relief and emergency aid has been regularly received from various donors

during the last 5~iyears.

74* External debt lias been rising tremendously during the past few years. External

borrowing rose substantially from 1)8,7 million in 1976/77 to D61.3 million in 1977/78,

but fell markedly to 42.6 million in I978/79. However, external debt is expected to

rise substantially as 71 per cent of the total development expenditure in the plan is

expected to be covered by external sources. The external financing is estimated to be

more than D100 million in I980/8I.
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75. In vim: of the hard commercial loans, debt servicing rose substantially from Dl

million in 1979 to D14 million in 198O and is projected to increase to between 15 and •

22 per cent of total export earnings "by 1985/86.

j -'" ■ ' ' ' ■ , " ■ I
1 . -■* -■ . ■ ■ - . ■ '. ' ■. ■ ■"■ ■ ■ "■'"■■ '.'*"*'-•*■-' "'; -

Honetary Developnent ■ ... ' ^-.

76. The monetary expansion was relatively modest during 1975-19T7. In 1978 the money

supply showed an unprecedented upswing of nearly 50 per cent increase but slowed down •

; seriously to a deceleration of 9.5, per cent in 1979 f with a tatfchor decline of 11.6 per

cent in I98O. Most of the decreases in. the money supply was attributed to the substan-

tial fall in the position of net foreign assets inspite of the rapid surge in net

domestic credit. A large portion of the increases in domestic credit was related to the

growth in the credit extended to the private sector mainly to finance external trade,

which rose-ty- 7.1 per cent and 9 per cent in .1979 sud 1980 respectively. Claims on the

public entities by-.the banking system had more-than trippled between 1978-and I98O to

meet their huge operation losses and investment financial difficulties. Claims on the

government seems to be less effective as the Government made mor« recourse to the security
■

market in the first fev? years. However, in;view of the .upsurge xjn development expendi

ture which was unmatched ^y aiuequal increase in external financing, the government

heavily resorted in th« last few years'" to the banking system for deficit financing,

after being a net creditor in the earlier few years.

77» Net foreign assets after a remarkable increase in'1975 slowed down in the subsequent

years with negative balances in 1979 and 1980, which has seriously affected the liquidity

position of the commercial banks. At present, the government is paying due concern to

monetary controls and regulations to limit the lending ability of commercial banks to

the private sector by raising their liquidity ratio from 5 per ceaat to 20 per cent.

78. The Gambia in the last few years has been successful in containing inflationary

tendencies. The inflation rate was estimated to be around 10*7 per cent during the

period 197°-1975 W*i of 12 per cent for I974-I98O. The consumer price index was dece-

lerating from 20.8 per cent in 1975/76 to only 5 per cent during I979/8O. The downward

trend in the prices was due to stability in the prices of cereals and to the low prices
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of imparted commodities clue to the recent appreciation in the va&ae of the 3)alasi«
■

79. The scale of wages and salaries has been recently adjusted-too cover increases up

-to 30 -to 40 per cent for high paid civil servants and 90 to 130 per cent for low salaried

. officials* t;; ['■: "_.- J: ■ ..

". ■' . '*■■■-" ■;■: ■ . ■ ■ .'"."■"

.■■.Perclptnent Objectives for the 199Cs ; ■ -.-

80* tShe deyelapaent objectives and strategies of -the Gambia for* "the 1980s- are presently

being worked out in the context of, the, country's Second National. JDevelopment Plan (l98l/82-

1985/86). While details have yet to bs formulated, it vrould appear that the overall

objectives include structural transformation of the econony ty according high priority

of imrestaent in directly productive sectors, particularly agricmiture. The short—term

or medium-term objectives would however be reducing over dependciirce on one export crop

and self-sufficiency in food (cereals). The main objective in agriculture-would have

to be increases in productivity particularly of tha small farmers and diversification

of crops. This would entail a co-ordinated system of supportive services for supplies

of input, credit pud marketing facilities as viell as improvement: 'of farming techniques

both in rainfed agriculture and irrigated land, as : envisaged thrtough the Gambia Barrage

Project to develop up to 24,000 hectare of land over a long-term: period.

81. The objectives and strategies mentioned above would cover aU. the sectors; in

agriculture, livestock development, forestry, fisheries, all hav« important roles to

play in the transformation of the econouy, if their linkages uitfc. other sectors are co—'

ordinated vrith a view of maximizing the benefits to the economy sis well as meeting .

social needs. ,' .. ". ■ * *" *7 "

82. During the SDP, GDP is projected to increase at an average Tinnual rate of 6 per

cent while per capita will increase by about 3«4 per cent per nmmim assuming population

growth at 2.6 per cent per annum. - . "- ' ,'
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Resource Recuirements for the 1980s

83. The total investment envisaged during the 1981/82-1585/86 is D786 million, and

. -out of .this, the. public sector investment would "be D664million, nearly 85 per cent

of the/total investment for the plan period. The estimated cost of projects, whose -

implementation is expected during the plan amounts .to D81O.6 million, thus exceeding
■-■■.■■■ ■ ■

the .investment planned for the SEP. Some of the projects are continuing from the First

Five Year FLcn while others are new, half of the expenditure of the SDP will be »n

" continuing projects from the First Five Year Plan,

■■*'-■■" ■,*.-.

84. The percentage distribution of investment try sectors indicates b shift to produc-

tive sectors. For instance, sericulture would count for nearly 40 per cent of the total.

The latter was Onty 13.6 per cent during the First Five Year Plan. The share of trans

port and communication irould shift from 4^.2 per cent to 30.6 per cent while the share

of housing &O& urban development would increase from 1*9 Per cent to 3«5 Per cent. The

share, of industry remains rib out the same, 3*"5 per cent of the total investment.

85. With regards to the financing of the investment, it is anticipated to cover as

much as 92 per cent of total cost from external sources and the remaining 8 per cent from

domestic finance. This means that about D744 million. It is recalled that during the

First Five Year Plan more tma 70 per cent of tho public investment under the First

Five Year" Plan was financed from erternal sources largely froa grants and concessional

credits. This dependence on external assistance is more evident during the SDP due to

insufficient surplus from current revenues, very little leverctge to draw down foreign

exchange reserves end debt servicing problems arising from, loans alreacly contracted and

expected to increase. Total outstanding debt is estimated at B177 million in June I98I

and is projected to reach D45O million by June 1986, and. the ratio of debt servicing

to exports is projected to increase from 6.3 per cent to 21.7 per cent during this period.

86. Furthermore, there is a need for non—project assistance to cover local costs for

recurrent expenditure associated vri.th development projects as well as for the balance

of payments support similar to IMF fund facilities currently expected to negotiate for

extended fund facility, the magnitude of assistance in this respect has to be worked out.
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87. me -experience with donors' in ?W 1970s was not impressive. Growing reluctance
among donors including the traditional ones, to conversions into grants and .to

increase tlie concessional^ of loans became quite apparent lately. Only two coun

tries, U..S.A. and the Federal Republic of Germany have so fair written off debts

incurred by the (fenfcia/ Koreover, fears have been expressed that in the last two

years of the growing gap between the volume of commitments amd""disbursements. The

practice of increasing counterpart components in loans'has proved to be contributory ^

factor to'the weak: financial situations of the bountry.

*88. . What is even more'^disturbing to 'theGambia's financial, position is that about

_75 per cent'of the external financing is in the form of loams rather than grants,

Hot only that, but the'loans are obtained at costly terms. The interest on loans

increased significantly from 0.6 percent in 1974 to an average of 4.6 per cent^in

1979/ Maturity and grace periods were becoming extremely s&orter from 43 years

to 24.8 years and from 8,2 years to only 4.9 years respectively. In the past few

years, loans beca'me-more and more less convertible into gramts and less concessional

as they used to be 5 years ago. While in 1974, loans used ifco contain a grant

element of 80 per cent in 1979, the concessionality declines! sharply to 39 per cent.

If the trend continues, this would, however, represent a ma^or threat to the imple

mentation of the Second Five Year Development Flan (1980/81-1985/86).

10 conference and post-conference .... - . _

89. Views were exchanged with the planning officials on the" preparation of W

Conference on LDCs and post-conference arrangements. They indicated their

satisfaction with the already existing institutions to pursue the matter. They

■ believe that at" the international level, UHCTAD could exercrxse these responsibilities

by using facilities at its disposal, particularly as a secretariat for the conference

.on LDCs. It was also, indicated that the ECA could play a vsry important co-ordinating

" role in AfricaV Asked if there was a need to look into possibilities of creating

new Institutions, theyanswered emphatically that there was mo need for such institu- '

tions. ■ ., . : ;■ . .. . .

*- - •
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Intro J/:n-i:n

■90. A- a least iareloped-*;:i land-locked country, the economy of Lesotho is

extremely vulaei-ifcla being virtually dependent on the economy of South Africar.

for such essential ite:s as food import, fuel (petroleum products), power, transport

services and employment. A review of tho economic situation and the formulation

of strategies and the estimation of resource requirements for the Immediate Action

Programme and the Substantial New Programme of Action has to take into account the

peculiar circumstances facing the country and the- fragile nature of the economy.

To understand the nature of development .onstraints more fully with a view of assessirg

past perfcrmanre and future prospects, b^th in terms of immediate action programmes,

medium term requirements and iong-term objectives, a brief look at the background of

the country's economy is neoessary.

91. Lesotho's rebirth as an independent nation in 1966 has y*et to witness economic

independence as a sovereign nation capable to control its resources both human and

material. The present problems-and challenges of existence as a viable economic

entity has to be seen in the context of historical events leading to the circumstances

facing the country today. It is 'generally recognized that Basotholand was onee

a granary for Southern Africa. There was no strain with regards to the man-land

ratio; the size of tae country's population was said to be ir. balance with'its

natural resources. Both farming and cauls rearing provided tae means of livelihood

to the people. Though traditional, the system of land use ensured the means of

subsietonce. As herdsmen, the people reared their cattle without serious difficulties
in grazing.

92. A new scenario, however, developed in South Africa in the nine-te.enth century.

This development brought far-reaching changes on the pastoral structure .of Lesotho.

The discovery of minerals, the process'of industrialization as well ac the emergence
of commercial agriculture in South Africa created, among other thirds, a demand

for labour resulting' in a flow of migrant workers to serve the South African economy.

This has a number of implications on Lesotho's economy in general,, and on agricultural

development and employment in particular The peculiar situation of the country



aa' well as the whole range of problems facing all least developed countries

calls for special treatment and consideration with regard to resource mobilizations

at natiorsl and international levels. -. -

Overall

93; Leso-..oT3 overall economic performance has "been primarily affected "By "

agricultural le^lop^e-nt, as tfe&s i& the predominant sector of the economy. The

GDP growth has b-^e.i estimated aaasce the pid-seventies at about 5 per cent.. On the

other-hand, *"-S? h&'s "be»n"estin-ited. to increase at a rate of 9 V&X cent for the same

period; this reflects the importance of remittances from migrant workers. It

should be noted, however, that agricultural production has "been steadily declining

as a result of a wide range of constraints associated with this sec-tor.

94. .. ..The first attempt at development planning was made at -the beginning of the

last decade (1970-71/1974-75) and the overall objective of the First Development

Plan, was to lay down the necessary foundation for subsequent development needs.

As the main target was co attain 5 per cent of GDP growth annually, a growth of 27

per cent of. GDP was achieved for the whole plan .period.

95. The Second Five Tear Plair -was latter launched (1975/76—1979/SO) and the main

objectives were along the line of the PFTP, namely, to increase total output by

46 per cent at factor cost >;i.th due emphasis on non-agricultural output as well,

and impro.ve both ec< lomic and social infrastructure, especially in the rural areas.

GDP in.this plan period grew by 35. per cent; but ?er capita GDP increased by 28

per cent for the p riod. • Population on tJs« other hand grew by annual rate of 2.3

per cent,

96/ The projected public capital expenditure for the FFTP amounted to Meloti 2-8.8

million; while actual expenditure'fell short of this target by 17 per cent. The

main reason being a time lag between preparation of programmes on the one hand and

the negotiation and disbursement of external assistance, on the other hand.

'97.. For the SFTPj public investment programme was estimated'at. M 112 million.

This,amount was later revised upward to M 191 million, and actual expenditure

reached M 12 7..-million. . .

$8, In public flnano* the need to irtd«n the revenue base has been evident since

the FFTP"and 3FTP periods. Recurrent revenue increased from S 11.64 million in _ .

1970/71, to R 98 million in 1979/80. Hrc^rent expenditure on the other hand,

increased from R 11-42 to R SO luidng. MUS« period. Capital expenditure rose from

It 1.76 million to about R 15 million (the latter includes sone external assistance).

1'■'
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95. For the Third Five Tear Plan (1980/8I-I984/85), the estimated total revenue

. in real, terms (1980/81 prices) of 106 million is anticipated to fall to'M92. million

due to lower revenue expected from .custom duties* Total ^expenditure is estimated

at M 88 rnillion annually for the plan period* In fact sun-plus of revenue over

. expenditure, would decline.from M 18 million in I980/8I ten 2S. 4 million in 1984/85.

- Wjiat clearly emerges from this is the need to generate masre revenue and obtain

adequate surplus of recurrent revenue over recurrent expenditure in order" to"

.-■ finance a good portion of the capital expenditure. Thjj^. ;should of .course "be

supplemented by external assistance on most concessional, "terms,

.:.."■ ■ - - : '• ■ . ■;■■■ ■ ' „-"" -'"':-- ~' . "■' ' ' '*''" "■' ■'"

' Agriculture and Food ffeeda ' ,'

■■-.--.

,*,»,, 100, The supply of food needs deserves one of the higbestt. priority in development"f ■

..this is.an area which ought to have received the highest -^attention in the Immediate

Action Programme, Since it is one of the serious areas off- dependence of -Lesotho 1

on South Africa for food import. To meet its food defiexts Lesotho imports as much

as 40 per cent of its total requirements; about a quarter of import constitutes

«jj food aid,. Irfcis^therefore evident that one of the main objectives of agricultural

■IF * w "' • 1
. development is^ta attain self-sufficiency, an objective which would not be easy

ft"i*Jk° meQ^ immediately. *t is envisaged that by mid-eightyw towards the end of the

WYE, as much as two—thirds in weight terms of total consumption would be

domestically produced. Meanwhile,'however, food deficits have to be met through

food aid-at least in the short—run and medium term. For~^980/81 > for instance,

■'/15>5OO tons of maize and 16,800- tons of wheat would be ejgpected' in the form of food

aid. -

101. The pressure on arable land constitutes a serious impediment to the transformation;

"of agriculture. This is partlv due to the fact that part: of the country's rich

agricultural and grazing land was ceded to South Africa "before Lesotho's independence,

and also conditions of land worsened by a number of factors, such as population

growth, soil erosion and deforestation. There are also other factors which constitute

erapediments to the transformation of agriculture. These include traditional

practices and land holding and use which have contributed to low productivity and

inadequate incentives. The fragmentation of land into -uneconomic units resulted

in production for mere subsistence* In addition, over-grazing has contributed to

the deterioration of the land base because of existing traditional attitudes of

retaining a larger size of cattle as a status symbol rather than as an economic

asset.
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.102. Any major "break-through in agricultural development therefore implies a fundamental

r;: change of policy on the part of the Government as well as -the full participation

of the people in order to rationalize the use of land. On the part of the

- Government, a wide range of activities and services have 1to "be provided and coordinated

-. with- all the priorities due in terms of resource allocation, both domestic and *

foreign. ■ ,,- .. .- , ; .; v ; - t»-. '..---■ -

*:'■ ~- (a) Productivity Prive

103 .In.order to increase productivity appropriate package elements of inputs.have

to be-selected and applied to the production of crops "and livestock. In the case

.of the latter* raising the quality of stock for domestic consumption and ejcport

ossential. This may entail reduction in livestock numbers and improvement of

grazing.- The provision of technical inputs has to be supported by necessary

services j. extension services to educate farmers,' building of institutions such

as co-operatives., provision-of infrastructure including feeder roads, marketing

. and storage facilities are1 all necessary for rapid agricultural production,

"'" ' ' ("b) Improvement of Land Base "_■ : •■ ■"'

1Q4 To sustain agricultural development concerted. actipfca. -are- vital :to 'change the

deteriorating land base.. . Programme of conservation; on long-term: basis have to

be launched with the help of Government agencies and communities, assisted by

ternal sources. In this drive .both the conservation of land and water" uses have

be co-ordinated for better results. In thi? regard effective implementation

the Government's 1980 Land Regulation and I98O Hange and Management Control '

Eegulations is vital for the realization of the necessary programmes envisaged to

.improve the land base. ' \
;, .... ■. , :,. .. - % .-, ..-.. Vi.- . _- : - . - .-■)«..;«-■■ u .-• % -

' (c) Productive Employment 4- . , . '/ .-.r ■

IO5. The migration of the most skilled and active labour force to South Africa is

considered as one of the major causes for neglecting Lesotho's agriculture, which

is the backbone of the nationTs economic activities. In order to retain Basotho

men .to devote, themselves in a gainful employment income incentives are necessary.

To,this en&, employment opportunities ahould be created in agricultural and related

activities.:;-such as processing and handicrafts. Reforms such as security of land

tenure is an imperative to provide incentives for the prodtactive use of land.

■■■■.t*^" —
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Furthermore, the promotion of agro-based industries will accelerate growth and'

help to create employment in the rural areas. This objective may only be achieved

in the long-run, but should be pursued vigorously in the medium term with due regard

to labour-intensive techniques of production,

■ ■ (&) Support services . ■■ -". ■ V:,

.106. The mobilization of human resources, particularly, tha participation of the

people in development, selected training both in technical, and managerial fields,

carrying out relevant researches to introduce new farming practices and technologies,

.and the strengthening of institutions both in the area of planning and execution,

are all.crucial for effective implementation of agricultural programmes.

107. It of course goes without saying, that in order to attain self-sufficiency in

food, promote exports and create productive employment ia-agriculture> these.' :■ ' ■•-■

objectives are not at all easy to accomplish. They should fee seen in %±me perspective.

Bop can doHSStic -efforts alone"be adequate. Donor agencies should be urged to

make substantial and reliable commitment on most concessionary terms.

Energy Requirements ■ . : -

108. The requirements for energy, particularly for petrelem,. and the high ro.st

involved is a phenomena that all,k>n-oil developing countries could not cope up •

with presently and in the near future. In this respect, Lesotho is completely at

the mercy of South Africa, which is said to purchase oil pan hi^h seas and at spot

markets prices and "esold to Lesotho on onerous terms, Tbe embargo of oil to South

Africa thus affects Lesotho which is forced to pay higher prices than international

markets. -Lesotho has been attempting recently to directly purchase crude petroleum

_to be refined in Mozambique with a view to transporting the refined products to

Lesotho. TEis effort, however, was frustrated because of South Africa's reluctance

to provide transport facilities. ; Nor could the exploration of oil and minerals is

in sight due to the pressures exerted by South Africa... .■■ ■■; ' - '

109« In the area of mining,diamond constitutes a vital expcurt product; prospects

for uranium are also said to favour attempts for exploration. Here again, the

pressure from South Africa, regarding the development and marketing of this vital

mineral may cause difficulties. v
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fllO. :Other sources of energy are not in sight in the short and medium term. Although

prospects for solar energy could not "be excluded, this'haa "yet to be proved econmically."

viable. The only area whose prospect is encouraging is the development of water

resources for various purposes. The Highland Water Scheme presently estimated to

rost one billion Sand, is believed to provide hvdroelectri© power and irrigation,

'while surplus water from this scheme could be sold to Soutfc Africa. This project

requires mobilization of resources/which are expected to be co-financed by the

World Bank Group and the EEC". Although this is a long-term: project, it seems the

only crucial project which would help Lesotho to be less dependent on South Africa,

which, -incidently supplies today the whole of electricity n©-eds to Lesotho. Meanwhile,

however, small schemes are envisaged in the rural areas by ifrhe help of bilateral

donors. These'should also be fully supported.

Transport and communications

111. For a land-locked country like Lesotho nothing is more crucial th»B transport

and communications both for: internal and external access. Ftax the forthcoming

Transport and Communications Decade programmes and prospects for Lesotho .have been

included in the list for the African Region.

112. Vlith regard to communication services requirements have not b©ien indicated

in the recent country programme and presentation to donors due to the fact that

funds had been more or less secured at least for tbs next five years. P*ogrrammcs in I
this sub-sector include improvement of communication sys,tem_ particularly in the

country side, radio services, postal and civil aviation .services. Donors and . ■

financing agencies have been identified with a rough cost estimate of over $US 60

-/million.- The World Bank Group, EEC, ABEDA, ADB and bilateral donors such as

||7ederal Republic of Germany, United Kingdom are expected to participate in financing. \

■113. In the case of road transport, no data is available on the total length.cost

-tiiate and financing programme, although here again funds are said to have been .

red especially from multi-lateral agencies. An extensile road building programme

vering the outskirts of the country as well as a network of connecting feeder'

roads, are.envisaged. The maintenance of reads is also considered as an essential

element and would be carried out with the assistance of self-help schemes especially

for the feeder roads.

T " " - "



114* It is important to note here that the development of" infrastructure has

"become prohibitively expensive and therefore due consideration should "be given by

all donors to cover total costs as these are underestimated without due regard to

cost escalation. In conclusion, therfore, although the Government seems' to have

secured s'-uTicient fund, one has to take account possibilities of resource gap. .. ■

Piibli" T'^:'.'\"'."-i ^r.d Fiscsl Policies ' """

115- Since ir.i:_osndenee Lesotho was experiencing huge ovei?—all budgetary deficit

■which was supported by ex.ter.mi sources. This has saved tine Government from

excessive resort to deficit financing and recourse to borrowing from the banking

systen. Deficit financing was 3eldon practised due to the government policy to

absorb the high liquidity in the private secor. The major* anxiety of the government

is to' correct the imbalance uf recurrent costs and revenues without undue dependence

on South Africa,

116* For sometime Lesotho seems to enjoy a surplus ^n the .recurrent budget. In

trie last two years, 1978/79 anc^ 1979/30* the surplus on thee recurrent budget was

substantial, being R 23.6 million and R 18.07 million respectively against a meagre

R 0.22 million and B 3.1 million for 1970/71 and 1975/76 respectively. During the

197Ca revenue grew by 26.7 per cent on yearly average compared to 24*2 per cent

for expenditure during the same period. The situation of the capital account is

rather critical. The marginal, increases in the capital receipts could hardly cover

the considerable yearly increases in the capital expenditure. As a result, the

overall deficit is persistently running at high levels throughout the 1970s except

for 1977/76 which showed some slight, improvements. In 19X7/78 the capital receipts

increased remarkably from R 8.7 million in 1976/77 to H 2O.38 million, an increase

of more than two—folds. The reason is not yet clear- in absence- of data, but most

indications point to an increase in'donors'contributions as the bulk-of capital-

development resources are met from transfers from abroad iLn the forms of grants

and concessional loans. ■,- .

117- During the Third Development Plan (1930/81-1984/85) t&tt recurrent budget

indicated a projected surplus except for the two years before the last. Most

striking is that custom duties which is the traditional source of revenue is declining

throughout the plan period from its level of 1980/81 mainlv due to reductions in

customs surcharges and to a projected decline of growth Ltt imports. Owing--to--the

vulnerability of custom revenues and the ^radual move from the oscillation of South

Africa, the government has recently decided to lessen the- overwhelming dependence
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on this source of revenue. Moreover, the introduction of incentives and concessions

under thy Pioneer Industries Encouragement Act granted to foreign companies in

the form jf 6—year tax holidays and exemption from import duties has greatly

affected the r-'.'eriue resources. However, to compensate fox the loss, the government

intends to introduce a sales tax by 1981/82 which is estimated to add about 7 per

cent to tiie total domestic revenue. Further, to broaden tiae "revenue base, plans

are envisaged to tap other sources such as the introduction of property tax on

agriculture and livestock and a land tax'after the introduction of the Land Reform

Act of 1979. Directly funded donors' contribution, such as food aid, is believed

to be another relieving factor for reducing the burden of budgetary difficulties.

However, the success of such measures depend largely on the geography and ecology

of the country which makes such tax collections and administration an extremely

costly undertaicing.

118. Most surprising is that the recurrent expenditure in 1the plan period was only

projected to increase marginally in spite of the growing demands for wage increases,

and despite of the rate of increases in revenue is unlikely to offset or even to

match the rising rate of inflation. However, this should" rciot constitute a major

problem at present since the overall deficit is minimal"andt'could easily be

covered by increasing sales of bonds and treasurv bills, oir "budgetary support

from abroad or even as the last resort borrowing from the "feanking system. But the .

aim of the Government remains broadening and improving the revenue base in order

to" ensure1 the timely financing of recurrent expenditure with the'objective of at

taining a surplus to finance capital investment.

External trade and Balance of Payment

119, Lesotho has been suffering from a chronic balance of payment deficit which

has persisted over more than 15 years without showing any sign of recovery. The

serious deterioration in the "balance of payment is clearly- indicated "by the peculiar

and unusual imbalance of 90 per cent on trade account. Export/trade ratio which

at present stands at less than 6 per cent (an export-impojrt ratio of 1 to 6) has

adversely affected the terms of trade. Exports only grew by an annual average rate

of 27 per cent during 1975/76-1978/79 compared to 30 per cent for imports. On a

per captia basis, export is the lowest "hy all standards besing only less than R 10.

In the second half of the 1970s, the trade gap has widened! tremendously and

nearly doubled in three vears time between 1975/76 and 197^/79* In 1978, the
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trade gap accounted for. about 84. per cent of the total GEiP. The deficit on- the

current account was'continuously rising during the whole sof the 1970s but has "-.-.:;-■

recently shown slight improvement in 1979 mainly due to tlhe substantial increases

in' the net earnings of.Basotho abroad. More alarming is "tthat such increases, to ■ ■ ;

redress the imbalance are unforeseen in the near future. The picture will continue ■■

- to be oc-ewliat gloonr and pessimistic with the escalation! in petroleum pricea, tjie

continuously declining agricultural productivity and the 3iack of exploitable mineral ■

« resources. ■ ■ -. ■ ' = - ■... ./.■.. . . , .***.

120# The traditional pattern of exchange with South Africa is largely responsible

for this adverse situation. The direction of trade for 1msth exports and imp'orts

are not diversified and are severely restricted. South Jkfrica, besides being the "-1

sole customer of exports, meets about 90 per cent of ths Itotal import requirements

of ihe country. What is 'even more disturbing is that the- trading boundaries 'are "

unilaterally fixed by South Africa. Outlets to potential, outside markets 'arW

blocked not only due to the competitive disadvantage of .Lesotho's products in*

international markets but also due to the administrative limitations imposed by •■•-"-

South Africa on the direction of trade of Lesotho. The creation of the custom ":~

union (^outh Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland) was another retarding factor to the

growth and development "of Lesotho's trade. 'South Africa, "being the strongest partner

in the Union, not only decides on the list of tra'deable commodities, but also fixes

the price, sets the quantities and hence determines the volume of trade _in the area.

Moreover, the South African Board of Trade delimits, the external tariff wall, thereby
* j

determining the level of trade with the outside world.

121. Inspite of the fact that export proceeds onlv cover a. minor proportion of import

requirements, it is officially viewed by the Monetary Authority that Lesotho does

not presently suffer from shortages in foreign exchange reserves. Such situation

was mainly attributed to the parallel existence of two tender currencies, as the

" Lesotho Maldti is 100 per rent backed by South African Haxad and precisely the same

regulations of currency and exchange controls are applicable in both countries.

It seems that the Custom Union arrangements have succeeded in making the demand

for convertible currencies paractically non-existent. Using the notion of ■

reconciling the custom union with the position of Lesotho- in the Preferential Traces

Area for Eastern and Southern Africa it was .allegad. that .South Africa was attempting

to disassociate Lesotho from the custom union.
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122, A maj^r anxiety is the -vulnerability-and insecurity of export proceeds from wool,

the major export item, whose prices have been continuously dampened by South Africa. ' Howe

However, more attention is now being paid to diversification and the restructuring of agri

cultural production with the aim of attaining self-sufficiency in food and to the

development of upgrading and processing centres for wool and meat in an effort-to ease

the burden on the balance of ipavment. On the other hand, diamond production- is tremedous-

Xv expanding in recent years-, fand is expected to increase export earnings during the coining

years. -The growing proportions of remittances of Lesotho's workers abroad together Kith

the development of the tourisim industry are viewed as other alternatives for diversifies^

323# Tk© main policies on thie external sector are directed to lessen trade jlependence on

South Africa by having significant access to outside market. Lesotho is currently paying

higher prices for oil due to the embargo on South Africa, thereby losing an income gain

equivalent to the differential of international prices. Recently, an agreement was -

.reached with-Algeria to supply Lesotho with 31,000 m.t. of crude oil for processing in-

Mozambique"and the products "to be transported to the country. However, as mentioned

earlier this could not materialize due to transit problems, and the lack of transport , ^,1

trucks. ... • , . ._:;c ■;:_-

334. The total public debt tooth external and internal amounted to H 148 million in 1979/c

an increase of almost 70 pej; cent from its level of 1977/76. Out of the total public debt

currently outstanding with tihe government, about 72 per cent is external debt. External

obligation, is estimated to ertand at R 133.1 million 1& 1979/80- Data on debt servicing

ratio is not available; nevertheless, strong indications suggest a substantial ratio..

Monetary Development _ :. . ■ __J_

135. Close examination of tihe position of domestic credit reveals that claims on the

private sector are largely responsible for the monetarv expansion. Credit of the ,.; j

commercial banks to .the pri-mate "sector constitutes more than 70 per cent of the total

domestic credit, frgft claim© on government is very negligible; and in fact showed a - _ ;

marked decline of 12"'per cerat in 1979 from its level of 1978, due to less reliance of

the government sector on the banking system for deficit financing' and to the excessive

resort to secrutity market f-or sales of bonds and treasury bills ir. an effort to absorb

the high liquidity in the private sector. . However, with the grovi.ig ru^e:arv imbalance,

a rapid advance in commercial banks credit, to the government and public entities isr .

expected in the coming year*..

136. The net foreign assets of the commercial banks have been rising rapidlv and have.

almost doubled in. 4. years tiane between 1975 and 1979 from H 1-7.34 million*, to H 34.93-.. ...
millions respectively. £he continuous expansion in net foreign assets reflects the sub
stantial balances held abroad by the commercial banks. This has led to massive accumula
tion, of .actual reserves which in turn.raised the-commercial banks1 lending ability and

hence r-suited in excess liquidity. The ratio of advances to. deposits is estimated to be

as high as 43 per'cent* Howwver, -despite the excess liquidity, tho conaercial banks—
gcd to differentiate clearly between tue average interest an. advances and deposits*
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127* Although the commercial "banks have succeeded in mobilizing savings, they seem

to have failed in providing "better credit facilities to -local farmers and businessmen.

Most of ijwdj advances and the sectoral distribution of credit have favoured less

visfftt2lsiefl in preference to productive activities. SUM had recentlv lad the

iLsn/: to intervene and to enact laws to reform the operation of the commercial

"banks ad to organza the monetary sector. The main aim oif the new policy is to

employ -ro^recsive-b- .lomasxic savings and the excess liquidity held by the commercial

■banks to fir.ar.ee dersl^r-isent projects. In the new policy 1fche Monetary Authority

■will administer foreign exchange reserves, act as a reservroir for commercial banks'

excess funds, thereby restricting their ability to hold balances outside in preference

for'investment in the country. Furthermore, commercial bajnks are required to maintain

treasury bills equivalent to 3 per cent of their deposit liabilities to the public

and to-maintain investment of an amount not exceeding 5 pear cent of its current

liability in Lesotho. However, the degree of success of tlhese policies depend on

South Africa which largely'dictates the monetary policy of the Rand Monetary Area

(South Africa,--Lesotho and Swaziland). There are strong expectations that the high

liquidity position of the commercial banks will be drastically reduced as more

restrictive monetary policies are adopted by South African .Reserve Bank which

strongly affect the banking system in Lesotho. ..■--■- ■- —

ftt' and Manpower

128. One area whore the economy of Lesotho ie, -.-.-TneraVle to external .factors: is

with regard to employment. It is estimated-that 165,000.of the country's able-bodied

men are engaged in South Africa. This figure constitutes about one-third of the

country's active labour force, and ever 50 per cent of male-workers out of the

. country!s 1.3 million people. Although South Africa has been serving as outlet for

migrant workers," and also remittances, Government revenues from custom duties and

other taxes" from the workers have been benefiting Lesotho, prospects for the future

are grim, because if due to possible economic' recession or for any political reason,

South Africa turns down the flow of migrant workers, the burden to absorb them by

Lesotho at high wage rate would be seiicus and" far-reaching. .

129. Employment project by 1935 is put at 665,000} out of this 500,000 w?uld be

employed domestically, the remaining 165,000 representing the number of migrant

labour assuming no change in the number of migrant workers presently employed in

South Africa. The principle implies substantial growth of employment in all the
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For instance, 10,400 people per annum, 80 per cent of new entrants to the modern

sector are envisaged to be. absorbed in the construction, manufacturing, commerce,

tourism and Government, ' • :.- - ■ ■ i

130 -he resources required to create' employment %r well as training needs have to

be taken into account in order to fully realize the financial implications involved

in achieving the employment target during" the next planpearidd.

of trained manpower at management, professional and technical levels

jeriously over the last plan periods. This? constraint is beUeved

-.*Obe--eVeUV°-e serious during tne forthcoming plan period (TPYP), unless actions
jffT-^f? ™»diately to strengthen institutions, particularly, for shor-Uter*!... .

.training programmes. Changes in the educational system is* obviously a. long-term.

■°t)J®C^iT®V. :MstinS training facilities have to be revamp®^ gearing them towards
the developments needs of the country. Government institutions responsible for

planning at all levels, financial management and administration have tn be -. ■

strengthened in order to improve the management capability-.©f the Government and^
the absorptive capacity of the economy.

Price Movements . - * - - ' - ._: s - -*■ - * ""■

132. Judging by the movement of final prices, the inflationary- forces operating

in the economy seems to be well contained by the end of 1980,, inspite"of the"

f6rmidable;"dxf^iculfies the'co'untry'is presently experiencing in food shortages and

rising pribes of petroleum.; ^ general price index has mowed by'274,9 per oent
in July 198GT from \ts bas'e period of October 1972.

133. The annual inflation^rate has markedly declined from I8.4 per cent in. 1-979 to

a mere 12.2 per cent in 1980, What is even more .comforting ia that, the inflation .V

rate has progressively declined to .^.2 per cent in July 19*80 from,.17.2 per cent in

April 1980 and from its ever highest level of 24.8 per cent in-January 1980. Such

"remarkable performance reveals that the policies currently pursued by the government
to- curb inflation have been ^uite effective. However,-, fears were expressed, that the

well managed anti-inflation policiBS may be hampered bv the economic changes that

occasionally undergo the South African economy.
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134- The Lesotho economy is highly vulnerable to economic cohanges in South Africa.

The recent boom in South Africa had a paramount effect on iraflation in Lesotho affect

ing both the demand as well as the supply side. This has besen clearly reflected by

the profound effect of the rise in the wages of migrants woritcing in South African .

mines on the agricultural price in Lesotho. The problem is nnore compounded by the

sharp rise in the price of imported oil due to the embargo asmd to the rationing of

fuel consumption in South Africa- - -,f

135, Unless contingency plans are drawn and Lesotho finds dfitrect access to inter

national oil markets, the_energy-generated inflation striking world wide, will be

even more devastating to Lesotho.

Development Objectives for the 1960s ' ■

136. The essence of the objectives of the Third Five Tear development Plan (I98O-85)

embodies the long-term goal of self-reliance, particularly worth regard -to self-

sufficiency in. food grains, development of domestic services^, creation of productive

employment in agriculture and industry. To improve agricultural productivity, the

preservation of land and water, resources would be the main sstrategy. In the

industrial sector, the choice of appropriate technology as wssll as the strengthening

of financial institutions would be necessary to increase investment with the view

of generating employment. The-TFYP would give due emphasis con the participation

.of the people in rural areas in development activities both; :'in planning and implementa

tion of self—help projects. While these are the overall objectives, specific policy

measures and strategies are envisaged in each sector along, the line ali-eadr stated.

Resource Requirements for the 1980s ■. ..... .,

I3.7, The basis for resource needs including external financie is the Third Five Tear

Flan. Programmes and projects have been identified in ordeir to achieve the plan

targets. A review of the Third Five Tear Plan was made in 11979 followed by

discussion, with potential donors in November 1980. Further review of projects is

being made.by various Government agencies taking into accounxt the following

underlying -objectives for-projects to achieve:

(a) the development and exploration of natural resources,

(b) the mobilization of human resources,

■ (c) the creation of employment opportunities with emphasis on labour-

intensive techniques,

■ —-r-"- • ■--?■■.■ r

., ■■■::
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(d) raising the standard of living of the people in: ithe rural areas,

•;-."" (e) gradual lessening of economic dependence on Soutfc Africa.

138. Subject to possible changes in the estimate, requirements have been indicated

in the amount of abour M 110 million for all the three phases - immediate assistance

requirements, medium-term needs and long-term requirementsn

(a) Immediate Assistance Requirements - 1982/83-198^/84 M 39,890,000

■ - (b) Medium-Term Assistance - Requirements - 1984/85—1986/87 M 45»3o1,000

(c) Long-Term Assistance - Requirements - M 24,774,©00

':■■-^""•'- -'■■'*■ ' Total = M 110,025,000

■■■■ ... ■ - .

The volume of resource requirements as indicated above is wery modest. This is

partly due-to the fact that the costs of programmes whose £Unancing have been secured

are not included in the above figure. It is therefore necessary "to have a global

picture of resource requirements for the whole plan period— Furthermore, it

will be helpful to know how much of the resources would be nnobilized domestically

and how much would be required from external sources. This )has yet to be worked

-out including the allocation of resources by major sectors, ■■<>£ the economy. Taking

into: account the "development needs of the country, the peculiarities of the problems

as well as the vulnerability of the economy as a result of';d:ts complete dependence

on South Africa, the international"-'community should be urg:.d to respond fully to the
unique situation of Lesotho.

Aid modalities

139. Lesotho's d^erience with donors is very old. The representatives of donor

agencies and financial institutions met three times iri Masseru in 1975, 1977 and 1979

to' consider'wavs and means of assisting and strengthening tthe economy of Lesotho.
» . -■ .

In particular, the specific purpose of the last meeting vaas to consult aid partners

before finalizing and embarking upon the country!s Five—Yemr Development Plan

"(1980-1985). In these meetings Lesotho raised many questions of interest and

I
urgency, most notably the orientation of the economy to bee less vulnerable to

external pressures from South Africa with defined objectives and specified priority

sectors. - ■ ■ ■ .

.-
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140. The experience of Lesotho with donors seemed to be quite painful. In the

opinion of Lesotho officials despite the clarity and genuineness of their case, the

peculiarity of their economy and the tremendous effo'rts mad» to increase aid to; Lesotho,

'the'Response has been rather inadequate. They stressed thatfc donors -seemed"inclined u

to^political incentives on a bilateral basis than to strict adherence" to global

strategies of which they are themselves partners. The 'offinals emphasized the need

for' strengthening the infrastructure base as a prerequisite; Tor' rapid economic develop

ment and to "enhance the absorptive capacity of the economy* The financing of

projects such as roads, electricity generations, are costlyr for Lesotho to develop

"by itself and thev call upon donors to a'ssist in particular- this priority area."'

Equally important is of course the assistance needed in thes field of agriculture

r;"Snd livestock: to redress acute food shortages and to increase capabilities of further--

processing of wool (the major export item) by establishing laboratories to improve

local up-grading, and integrated livestock improvement schemes, such as expanding

fattening centres and meat processing. Serious energy problems, worsened by the

embargo on South Africa, demands immediate attention of donoxs to cushion the high

prices of energy Lesotho is currently paying. Concern was also expressed regarding

the need for local cost financing and donors are urged to "teaifce due note of this.

Advances to donor-funded projects and requests for reimbursement after expenditures

have been incurred constitute an additional burden on the treasury which is often

forced to pay commercial interest on overdrafts. Donors im this regard, are urgently

requested to simplify their procedures and make timely disbursements.

141. Special attention should be paid to the quality of assistance to cater for the

peculiar constraints of the Lesotho economy. More aid in the form of grants and

concessionary loans is particularly needed. UN organs can device special programmes

of assistance and can act as a catalytic organ in monitoring and reviewing progress.

UN Conference/Post Conference

■142. The meeting with the Ministry of Planning officials &ad highly commended the

role ECA is currently undertaking to seek ways and means of raising the conscience

of the international community on behalf of African least developed countries. It

was strongly recommended that ECA should extend more of its expertise services and

to open constructive dialogue with the donors to make them more aware of the pressing
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problems and constraints facing the. economies of LDCs. In the meeting it was suggested

that EGA should front time to .time brief tire LBCs on progre&s made and ways and means

for future actions on a subregional as well as on a regiona\l level. It was proposed

that £Ch. should be more involved, as a regional commission,, comprising two-thirds

of the total number of LBCs, in the.UN Conference and in country consultations with

"donors to enable It to review progress and to follow implementation. The Government

of Lesotho deed not support the establishment of any post-cso-nference institutions

■and would only like ECA, as a regional commission, in collaboration with UNCTAD to

monitor attitudes of donors in this regard. . . . . ■ . ,..
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C. MALAIfll P303LELS AiLr: PR06P2CTG

Intro-.'.uction ■ . L

143. 1^ diaciwolng the performance of the lialavi econony in fchs 1970'c, one is tempted

to coanence with the end of the decacta rather than fro::? the beginning. This is became

achievements over the decad'e rrere over—shadoved by enomous difficulties particularly in

1$7S as a result of drought condition which bad a sortoua effect on agricultural production.

Agricultural output both fo*r domestic conciraption and exports were hard hit by the drought

thus creating serious imbalances. As a result of poor performance in agriculture, overall

domestic economic activities slowed down* the export sector also suffered and Government

revenue w&a also seriously saffectsd thus matching the efforts of adjustment to the crisis

even more difficult.

144* Parallel tc the abovs scenario, international ecoiiouic situation brought additional

burden. The prices of majoxr exports of r!ala:rif such as tobacco and tea declined. High

ratec of inflation especially petroleum: pricec and transport costs all created a situation

the net offftct of which Tjas unfavourable in terms of trade for f.&lawi.

145, The elov dotra of ecomcnic activities towards the end of the decade as well

as the decline of Government:' revenues created pressures for Government borro"rin,3 from the

Banking System. Restraint on donestic credit expansion created problems not only to the

private sector but also to ^aarastatal bodies uhich in turn started to create pressures on

Government for financial E

I46- Price development wacs also seriously felt at this tine. Xv.ported inflation as T

as domestic prices esp^ciallLy of foodstuffs soared due to drought conditions r-rhich affected

some parts of the country.

147, On the balance of parents, the crisis tras eve.i nore felt since the level of foreign

exchange reserve became subject to serious aiid persistent pracsUTtt* 3ecause of decline

in the export earnings on oxno hand, and rising inp&ri bill on tlii athsr, ths current account

deficit increased and the dxraw dorm on foreign szchan^s re.r:,:rvo •la.t, rapiu. C

. the nomal import cover of rive jr.ontlis ca,~:o do«m to only oaa -jm&h* At the sai. ,

increase in foreirjn debt, particularly the hardening of their ferns an;' conditions over the

recent years, aade the prospects fcr. :'ebt servicing *evtre in til*1 face of wciHsening- eoonoj

situations both domestically and" intsmationally.

I48* One therefore discerns the perfomaiice of the lialawi Economy over the last decade

uith soae mixed feelings. On one hand, the economy, with ito strong agricultural base,

^ras able to produce nost of itc food requirements despite adverse wsathsr conditions, and

therefore able to withstand pressures of the crisis, aao; achioved notable racalts during

the decade as a :rhole. On fftffi other hand, particularly towards the end of the decade, ac
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a :;hole. On tho other harod, particularly towards t&o en- offiio decade, as mentioned abovs,

the economy coffered especially fro:.; the i:.:;:>act of scoring oil prices, disruption of

transport routes and increased t*£U*3pcwt easts, «.g ::l.11 ao .jounting debt servicing problems

Nevertheless, although prcrspectc for the l'_>?O's caiuiot at tills sta^-e be fully assessed,

there seeiris to be hope fesr the future rather tiian despair.

Overall pon'or-iance . - ■ .

149* The GDP over the ISTO's grew at about 15 per cent year7.y at current factor cost

or by about 5.5 psr cent itn real terns. Towards the end of the decade the trend :ras changes

GDP growth decelerated fa&ling to about 6 per cent gTOTfth in real terms in 1979» The main

reasons for this do'muard- trend ::3re lo:r agricultural production due to adverse weather

conditions and also deterioration in the performance of the manufacturing sector being

agro-based, at the same tsbie, international economic situation including the consecuences

of inflation and the nTijj' pjUltlilill ffHjj. Prices of petroleum, shortages of imported inputs and

essential spare parts oaiused serious difficulties.

Over the decade serious efforts "jcre made to iaprova the productive capacity of the

econoLiy ao could be- seen ^fror. the lovel of capital forrr.ation» Gross domestic capital

foraation incrsased from "Kwacha S>«5 ir.illion in 197^ to K. 3lG million in 1970 falling to

X 300 million in 1979* w±trb an annual average incroaso of 24»5 per cent for the period.

The ratio of fi^ed capital, forniation to GDP averaged 21 per cent over the period. It

should ba noted that rjroscs fixed investmeni: in the public sector during this period

accounted for 53«j per cemt.

Gross donestic savings rose fror.: K .?-9«5 nillion in 1970 to K 174»5 millioii in

1973 and fell to K 10Cc^ oaillioa £n 1C79. The charj cf ^ross domestic savings to, GDP

which irac lO.o per cent im 1970 nearly doubled in 1973 to reach 20.4 per cent although

it declined to 10#2 par cssnt in 1979* For the decade as a T.-hole, 2ro£S doiiiostic capital

formation financed by domasstic savings consisted about 53 P^r cent. The rp-iaiiiinj 47

per cent Mao financed by .grants and loans fro:n bilaters.1 courcac, international- cr-janir^atio

and financial institutioms. .

152, As far as the conososition of investment is concerned eniphacic vas ~Iven to

infrastructural developmamt, such as transport and corx:i:^iios.tionsj uater resources

development and povsr including electricityo T'ie. efforts r.\v.c.^ to re.iove e::istin^

bottlenecks in infrastructure especially in transport lz essential for a Izsid—Icc'ced

country like I.lalawi. Investments in buildings and construction alco e;oanc"od. 3ecause

of tho aspiration to buil«£ a nsrr capital, Lilon^;re and a net: international airport, the

necessary inpetus *ras created in the construction sector including investi^ent in power,

crater and other urban infirastructure and
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153- I* should be noted here thai- although earlier pattern of investment with due

emphasis to tha development of infrastructure did help the creation of productive capacity

of tha economy, a r*vSLsw of resource and allocation policy seems ^to be necessary talcing

into account r^cource constraints (both domestic and foreign), tka immediate need to

adjust to current crisis, as ;rsll as medium and long-term priorities for balanced economic

and social dev^lopnant for tho 198O'c,

lt'.iro r.rA 7ooc

154* Agriculture contributes about 43 per cent of GDP and plays a dominant role in all

economic activities. Despite adverse weather conditions, lilW thie 1979 drought, the country

was able to produce most of its food requirements of the main foodstaplesuch as maize, rice

and groundnuts. At the same time it was possible to produce export crops - tocacco, tea,

cotton, sugar. The increase in the volume of production as well as the diversificai^ion of

these crops has helped to avert the deterioration of the international commodity prices.

155. The agricultural policy should continue to ensure self-sufficiency in food and

generate surplus for exports. At the same time, the traditional cash crops like tobacco, .

tea, cotton and sugar should be intensified through various policy measures such as the

provision of necessary credits, transport,facilities particularly road programmes and

pricing policies. . -

156. The emphasis nade on estate farming for ca.LTiercial purpose has to be supplemented

hy small-holders 5 and the Government has to take special efforts *o support these through

the supply of farm inputs, such as fertilizer and selected seeds in order to improve

productivity of food1 orope as well as exports.

157. The above t'.jo-fold objectives wou1 .d imply,both in the shortr-term and long-term '

bases, the allocation of resources to agricultural development even if this means a shift

from other sectors, particularly from the directly-non-productive sectors.

Industrial development

158. The manufacturing sector plays an,important rclo in tha economy contributing about

10 per cent of the GDP. The objective, of the Government is to increase this share to about ■

17 p-sr cent :-jere the raedium-terr; period. The Main focus up to tha aid seventies rras

import substitution. The next phase has been identified as e;:porir promotion through

the processing and utilization of agricultural by-products such ac the by-products of sugar

(utilization of aolacco _fdr energy), processing a maize and groundnut for domestic use

as well as for exports. The subsequent strr.tagy would be to enter other stages of
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industrial production such as the production of fertilizers and farm implements which • '■

would contribute to the transformation of agriculture. . ". ■ ■ ;

159* To this end small- and medium-size enterprises should be supported "in terms of

funds, selection of appropriate technology, training and managet»ent. Other appropriate

policy measures and incentives could be developed including special support of labour-

intensive schemes.

Power and Energy

160. Although notable efforts have been made to develop hydro-electric power, prospects

for further development seem to fce great. Dependence on petroleum to generate energy

required in various sectors of the economy is less in Malawi due to the development of

hydro-electric power. This has saved the country a lot of forexem exchanges which

otherwise would have been used to iiroort petroleum. Currently, Malawi uses about

one-third of its export earnings for oil imports, unlike other least developed countries

some of which spend as much as 90 per cent of their export earnings just to finance

iinport of oil.

161. In the energy sector, over the medium-term basis, alternative uses of energy could

be developed since some of the possibilities have already bc-en identified from by-products

of agricultural products.

Transport and communications

162. Beinc a land-locked country, Malawi is vulnerable to any external factors that may

affect its outlets through Mozambicruo. Such transport constraint is not only felt in the

external trade, but also in the industrial activities which would be directly affected

due to late deliveries of raw materials and rifling costs of innufcs.

163* There is, however, sufficient attention given to the development of transport and

communications including the development of internal routes (roads and Water ways) and

external outlets. The rehabilitation of existing railways an<? completion of new links

have been identified and the completion of these would be a priority for export and

inroort through Mozambique.

I64. The completion of the new international airport in Lilongwe, envisaged at the end

of 1981, is expected to create new impetus to the transport system.

•
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165- Telecoimunications, on the other hand, have been developed in the urban areas;

what remains is their development in the rural areas, a task already identified by

the Government. - ■ ■'■■-..

166- &s far as financing of this sector is concerned, co-finamcing is expected from

a number of miltilateral and bilateral sources /and for this purpose projects to be

financed in the Development Decada for Transport were identified and submitted. All

donors are therefore expected to provide their special support since the development of

transport and communications is crucial for any land-locked oountry.

Public Tinance

167. A look at the public finance gives a picture of overalL/deficit rising persistently

for the decade. The overall deficit of K 46.7 million for tiflae Fiscal Year 1976/77

rose to about K 115 million in Fiscal Year 1979/80 and is expected to reach K 159 million

in Fiscal Year 1980/81. While revenue growth was moderate t3he growth of recurrent

expenditure did not allow sufficient surplus to finance the capital expenditure, Althouoh

recurrent expenditures were met from recurrent revenues, the amount of surplus diminished

towards the end of the decade. A surplus of K 30 million ini Fiscal Year 1979/80 would

be expected to fall to K 12 million in Fiscal Year 1980/81.

168. Because of the inadequate level of surplus, most of the capital expenditure had

to be financed from external loans and grants as well as from domestic borrowing. Net

foreign loans of K 24 million increased to K 71 million in 1979/80. The increase in the

volume of foreign loans and their terms and conditions whicta became harder in recent

years would have a serious implication on the debt servicing? position of the country.

The level of domestic borrowing is determined to a large extent by the magnitude of

grants and credits available from external sources given the present level of revenue

growth. It was evident that towards the end of the 1970 (1977-79), Government expenditure

grew faster than GDP. Since the growth of tax revenues was very modest, there was a

shortfall on recurrent account budget of. Fiscal Year 1980/8L-. Because of this shortfall,

and the fall in the contribution of parastatal bodies, the Government was forced to

resort to domestic borrov/ing and external borrowing on commercial terms. The effect of

this situation would be seen in the subsequent years, the earlv part of the 1980s.
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External trade and balance of payments . .- . ,- ,.. . ■ , . ;._ .. -;-■

169. Throughout the 1070s, the achi- -events of the foreign sector was in many respects

qaite -disappointing. The serious deterioration in the balance of payment is a clear

manifestation of th« overwhelming structural imbalances prevailing in the economy. The

extremely-poor performance of agriculture in 1978 and 1979 due to Paucity of rainfall

and hence the slow down in Boat of the economic activities, especially agro-based

industries, have tremendous effects on the visible balance of ti^de which ran into

unprecedented deficit in those two vears. The land-lockedness amd the locational dis

advantage of the country, with a considerably hiah transportatikon costs, substantially

affected the competitiveness of Malawi's exports in international markets. Moreover,

export prices slackened due to recession and sluggish growth im developed economies.

The problem was even more compounded by the steep rise in the-jacices of basic imported

inputs, such as oilf fertilizers and coal, not only due to the* arampant world inflation

but to stockholding and congestion of imports in neighbouring countries. The outlook

seems even more dismal for the 1980s. Owing to the expected sfoarp upswing in world

inflation and a severe deterioration in the terms of trade vitftr a. further decline in

export prices, projection for the 1980s indicate a negative growth in the current account

of the balance of payments.

17O. The balance on the merchandize account was continuously .rising over the periods

of the decade, except for 1977 which registered a marginal recovery. The balance of

trade which showed a deficit of K 71 million in 197S from its record level of K 16 million

in 1971, slightly picked up to K 14.5 million in 1976 and K 15.1 million in 1977, but

seriously deteriorated henceafter to K 66.2 million and K 64.5 million in 1978 and

1979 respectively. Conseou-ntly, the current account on the balance of payment reflected

the same trends. The worst years were 1978 and 1979 being K BD7.4 million and K 153.6

million deficit respectively as against only K 33.7 million for 1977. ■

171. Climatic conditions have adverse impact on the performance of the export sector.

" After a sluggish performance in the first half of the decade, exports picked up in

1977 but seriously deteriorated in 1978. It rose from K 151,6 million in 1976 to

K 180.3 million in 1977 but dropped significantly to K 155.7 Billion in 1978. Despite

quota controls on imports and hence a slow down in total volume, imports grew faster

vis-a-vis the growth in exports mainly due to sharp escalation in prices of oil imports
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which were largely intensified by the prohibitive cost of airfreight due to port

congestion and breakdown of supply routes in Mozambique.. During 1971-1979, imports

registarad an annual average growth oz 16.3 per cent as agaiatst a growth of exports

o.f 15. S per cent.

'172. The lisiitxl access to ports has an adverse impact on t;he payment of services

and tho invisible account resulting in a huge overall current account deficit. The

balance en goods and services ran to an UHDr«oe^.«ntod defici-t of K 145.2 million and

K 197.7 nillion in 1973 and 1973 respectively as compared to a record of K 56.7

million in 1977. The situation is further denrossGd by a marked decline in factor

services due to tha substantial rise in debt service charges, Malawi is currently

paying what is equivalent to :3 per cent of its export earnings. The transfer account,

which is a regular and stable flow, is conceived, as in KOtft ■countries of Southern

Africa, as a comforting and relieving factor of balance of payments chronic and

acute problems.

173. The 1970s was characterized by extreme pressure on reserves. Over the period,

there was a continuous draw down on foreign exchange reserves except for 1974 and

1977 which recorded marginal increases in the capital inflow. During the decade the

cover gap had never exceeded five months of imports. However;, being an agricultural

country, severe seasonal fluctuations in reserve position ana serious decline in terras

of trade can hardly become unavoidable.

1?4« The imbalance was slightlv improver? bv movements in the exchange ratr.. The

value of the Kwacha depreciated S per cent against the sterlixiq pound (U.K. being

the major trade partner) during 1979 compared to onlv 2 ner cent in 197R. This has

partly curbed the growth of imports as they become clearer in terras'of Malawi currency

and boosted export promotion and import substitution programmes. This has hoen enhanced

by a policy package to organize tha banking system in tho form of structural adjustments

to regulate domestic credit expansion and to limit government borrowinq ability from

the central bank.

175. The overall effect was a wider resource gap which is largely covered by grants

and transfers to government. The authorities arc now morr inclined to cushion balance

of payment problems as far as possible by aid with loss recourse to loans on hard tonne.

Balance of payment support was given by tho IMF (compensatorv financing facilities)

of drawings un to K 20 million and neaotiations for new arrangements are still underway.

The rise in capital Inflows also holned in redressing tho resource gap tremendously.
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However, future prosnocts are very meak insnite of the substantial improvement in the

movement of long-term capital inflow in the last three, years of order K 74»8,

K 80.4, and K 110.3 million for 1977, 1S73 and 1979 respectively as compared to only

K 41.9 million in 1976. According to the Reserve Bank's own esstimate,; long-term capital

'will net bo store than in the region of K 85.9 million for 1981, : ■ . ■; . ....

176. Total external dobt amounted to X 399.3 inillion in 197? arid further increased to

'K 503.6 million in 1930. The bulk of the debt comes' from bilateral as well as from

multilateral sources. Suppliers' credit only represented a small portion of the.total

debt not exceeding 10 per cent. However, its significance is increasing and has almost

doubled in 1980 from K 36.9 million in 1979 to K 60.3 million,, indicating a shift to

commercial loans in the face of arov.dn^ reluctance on the pr.rtc of bilateral sources.

177. Debt servicing, including interest repayments, as a proportion of the outstanding

external debt increased marginally from S.2 per cent in 1979 too 9.1 per cent in 1980.

However, interest payments have shovm substantial increases from 3.6 per cent on'the

total debt 'in 1979 to 5.2 per cent in 1990 probably due to new loans contracted on

harder terms in 1979. The debt servicing ratio to export earmings of 15.1 ner cent

in 1979 and 17 per cent in 1980 comparable to ratios in other least developed countries,

seem to indicate absence of accumulation of arrears in debt service pavments.

Monetary development . ■■."...■■ : ■'•■"■

178. During tho 1970s, money supply, defined as prefer monoy sand cruasi-money, grew by

14.3 per cent on yearly basis. It rose from K 43.5 million im 1970, to :C 103.7 million

in 1975, and to 144.7 million in 1979. Most of the expansion is recorded in the

.first half of the decade. The increases in the period 1970-1975 has been attributed to

the improved position of net foreign assets. B*' contrast, domestic credit increasr-e

proportionately faster in the period 1975-1^79 than in the first half of the decade._t

179. Claims on the private sector bv coror'ercial banks are bv Ear responsible for the

monetary expansion. It has been estimated that ovsr 45 per cent of the expansion in

money supply was due to the rise in credit to tho private sector. In suite of the recent

measures introduced to restrain and limit the overall credit expansion, credit to th;~-

private sector doubled from 1970 to 1975 .and nore than tripnler" fron 1075 to 1979. The

slow growth of credit in the period 1970-1D75 was attributed to the excess liouidity

with the private sector end hence to the low private demand for bank credit.

„,.
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180, Net claims on the government were more or less stagnant? during the period

1970-1975 but rose substantially in the second half of the decade reflecting the

government's increased demand for more bank funds to finance "the incremental costs

on goods and services on tii« recurrent budget as well as to mseet. the heavy subsidiza

tion programme 3 of public corporations. Moreover, to keep on. the growing development

tempo in recent years, _the ^-ovarnment liabilities has increased tremendously. More

funds have to ba raised, not only to finance development projects, but also to most

recurrent costs and to cover the local counterpart funds for foreign financed develop

ment projects. However, credit expansion to the government sector is proportionately

less than.the credit granted to the private'sector. The government seldom reverts

to the banking system for deficit financing but had rather retcoursed to the security,

market to meet its growing financial needs.

181. ■ The position of net foreign assets has snown a remarkab-le growth in the first

half of the decade but substantially declined afterwards. Th?e improved position

of net foreign assets has enabled to absorb the excess liquidiity with the commercial

banks and thus helped to contain and reduce drastically the ^inflationary tendencies

in the economy. However, such trend may not continue, as the balances held abroad

by commercial banks and the government had shown substantially decreases in 1979

and I960.

Ehployment and prices ■ ;• '■

182, Over the decade, upward adjustments in wages were continuously made. On the

other hand, employment was rising. In 1979? total paid employment rose by 10 per *

cent. Most of the increases were due to buoyancy' in activiti.es of the construction

sector and to the mode3t rise in agriculture of 18.7 per cent; and 10 per cent

respectively.

183. ■ Cost-of living index for the low income groups rose by "11 per cent in 1979

against 8 per cent in 1978 largely due to rises in price of food stuffs. Decline

in agricultural production caused by prolonged rains and delays in basic imported

inputs had caused the price of foodstuffs to rise substantially in the last two years.

Consequently, real wages declined considerably from I4 per cciat in 197$ to 7 per cent in

1979* Government policies wore directed to check on the rise in the price of imports

due price increases in-tno domestic market and to strengthen its regulations on price

control and stock management, . . -
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184. Long-tern development objectives, strategies and resource requirements for the ■

whole teccJSm fcaw yet to "be worked out. Preparation for Country Presentation

to donors ins not completed during the mission's visit, and therefore, necessary

information vr.s not available, tilth regards to resource requirements, it traa

incidentally iaerr;ions" that about K5.5 billion woulrl be required from external sources

for b ten-year invtsstneirt progr-risae.

185. Hcrjr-.'hile, houflve , n fiva-year investment programme -ras prepared for budgetary

purposes cxi'l this programme is used as a basis for the preparation of the current

budget (1981/82) of the Government. The main objective of this programme is to maize

the necess ,ry .?xljustments in order to correct the oxistins iiflbrJ.ojices in the domestic

economy r-Jid the externcJ sectors, through appropriate policy measures.

186. On the domestic point, fiscal measures cjtq envisaged for effective resource

mobilization trhich may include tnx increases. Efforts uould be m.-/.e to restrain

the gro'rth of recurrent expenditure v.dth a vie-r to increasing development expenditure on

investment. Futhermore, actions -ould be mada to improve the finrjicial performance of

public enterprises through various measures including appropriate pricing policies

for public enterprises. The main target in the fiscal vxqc. is to raise the share of

revenue in GDP to its historical level of 22-23 per cent.

187. In the external sector, thfl objective is to 1 jverse the trend in the deterioration

of the terms of trade, Trhich resulted in increasing deficits on the current account

thus creating serious pressures on the balance of payments. In this connection

the drive rould be to increase the volume of exports by broadening the basis for export

crops including agro-based exports through diversification and improvements of incentives

to small holders. This ^ould undoubtedly entail the allocation of more resources

to agriculture -nd more effective implementation of investment programmes.

188. In vie-^ of the above objectives, GDP grovrth targets have been indicated for the

1931-35 period. It is envisaged to achieve 3-5 per cent GDP grov^th for 1980-32,

5.5 - 6 per cent for 1933-^5, and 5-2 per cent over the "hols 1981-35, or 16.5 per

cent average gro'rth rata at current prices. The average rate of investment is

estiuiuted ..t 1.5 per cent per annum for I98I-85. This average rate is considered Ion

due to the contraction of Government investment by 24 per cent vjent in the period of

1980-81.
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189. As stated above, resource requirements, both domestic and foreign,- for the -■

whole 1980s has yet to be worked out. Budgetary figures, however, indicate that ■

total ex—nditure for the Fiscal Year 1981/82 would be K392.1O million and this would

'increase to io65.94^illion in Fiscal Year 1985-86. Tais implies a decline share''of

28 :per bent of GXr to 22 per cent of GDP. The recurrent expenditure would increase

_ from K236.il million in Fiscal Tear I981/62 to K319-72 million in Fiscal Year I985/86.

Capital expenditure would risu from EI55.99 million in Fiscal: Year 1981/82 to K246.22

million in Fiscal Y-ar 1085/86. The financing of these expenditures would be roughly

as follows; during tue first year of the programme the overall deficit would' be

1 124'. 11 million excluding the "K5I.95 million'from grants andl reimbursements^ -'The

overall deficit"would be financed by foreign loariy K76 million,: and domestic

borrowings K48 million. At the end of the' programme year* overall'deficit 1*

estimated atf£23.37 million assuming that grants and reimbursements-would amount to

K171*-93 million -This implies lower volume of-foreign loans' (12.38 million ■assumed

to be available") and practically no domestic borrowing. It sihould be remembered"

however, that a great deal of the efforts would depend on resource and mobilization

drives ^.allocation to priority...sectors and the impact of poLiey measures on the

external sector of the economy- as well. ,.'.', . ...,,*. . , .. I

Aid Modalities - * :*/ '. • *- >>, ;.....■■ ■-.,- ., „ ;:-;...

190. The experienceof Malawi in raising loans and aid' is 'generally a hard one through

out the 1970s. Host'of the loans Malawi is presently obtaining is on hard terms

except for thoso obtained from the Federal Republic of Germany which w,rc- recentlv con

verted into grants. Malawi also suffered from country tied a;id which limited its ability

.to .benefit from other. cheaper sources. . ilhe growing practice ttf reimbursements which

1 entail an interest ..element ,on.deferred.payments considerably [burdened the financial

position of. Malawi.. : .With the delayed, disburasment,. the sise mt the local counterpart

funds .grow out of manageable proportions with rising inflation. The..,low ratio of

disbursements to- comm-itments? estimated at 5O.per cent, is another area of disqdntent.

Thus>r,the increasing.,uncqncessionality and the untimely disbuarsement have recently

compelled Malawi %o direct more emphasis to tiie development of self-sustaining sectors

such as agriculture and Its related activities.

UH Conference Post-Conferences

191. Malawi officials have not yet decided on the type of United Nations post-conference

arrangements. However, they stressed strongly on the role EC& should play in translat

ing pledges into programmes. They expressed their confidence that the ECA Conference

of Ministers on LDCs would provide the necessary guidance on this matter.

"^rB"? ' ' '-IJ^^-»;'.-' r-'-'.-'r. ■ ^.sr■■-•
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Dt THE SUDAN; PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

Introduction

192- Sudan has one of the largest areas of land in Africa? Although it has allocated a

substantial investment in commercial agriculture, it is a net importer of food. The

overall performance of the Sudanese economy in the last development decade was also

^generally discal. The economy can be characterized by sluggish growth of GDP, enormous -

monetary expansion, followed by high inflation, and unprecedented growth in the current

account deficits causing serious problems in the balance of payments. fc

193. The First Five Year Development Plan was launched in 1970/71 and later extended to

1976/77, The main objectives of this plan were to remove severe infrastructural

bottlenecks, expansion of irrigation schemes in agriculture and agro-based industries,

and provision of essential social services to the people. Although seme encouraging

results were obtained initially, as the economy grew by 4 to 5 per cent on average,

the country was faced subsequently with serious financial constraints in terms of both

domestic and external resources.

194. The Six Year Plan of Economic and Social Development U'977/78-1982/83) was latter

launched, envisaging a public investment of feS 1570 million.. The main target was to

achieve growth in real terms of GDP at annual rate of 7.5 per cent; several problems,

however, hampered the implementation of the plan. Financial difficulties including,

shortfalls in Government revenue surplus, slow disbursement in external assistance and

worsening situation in the terms of trade largely due to higher costs of oil imports.

Overall performance ".. ■■ ....

I95. The emphasis given to the production of major food crops such as wheat, groundnuts,

and sugarcane brought negative effects on export crops such as cotton production, the

export of which declined affecting the balance of trade and resulting in substantive

drawdown of foreign exchange reserves thus causing serious problems in the import of

essential items such as fuel, raw material and spare parts, coupled with debt servicing

problems. As a result of all these unfavourable developments, total public investment '

as a proportion of GDP fell. This was naturally followed by deceleration in output of

exports ending up with a negative growth in GDP in 1978/79 and 1979/80 as against
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7 per cent annual growth in real GDP in the preceding two years. During the whole period

of the 1970s, growth in GDP in real terras was estimated at 3.3 pea: cent while growth in

per capita income for 1970-1979 was put at a mere 0.8 per cent in real terms.

Agriculture and food needs

196. Past performance-in agriculture had its ups and downs. Pooir harvests affected produc

tion in 1974 and 1975, with some recovery in 1976/77 and 1977/78- The last two years,

however, were faced with serious difficulties largely due to the Insufficiency and the .

erratic .nature of rainfall in 1978 and 1979. Although the overall agricultural performance

is very, modest annual growth in real terms, of 0.3 per cent in 19"'70-1979, encouraging . ■ .' ■

results have been achieved in diversification, irrigated agriculture, and particularly, ■**"-—

in the production, of food crops, such as-wheat, groundnuts, fruits and vegetables and .';

sugar-cane. As already stated above, it should be noted however, that the production of t'.

cotton, a major export crop, declined thus affecting adversely tiae balance of payments;' —

197. Like most developing countries, the importance of agriculture in the Sudanese economy

is evident, contributing about 40 per cent of GDP, around 95 per cent of the country's

exports and employing about 80.per cent of its population. The potential for agricultural ■•

development and the prospects for- the improvements in productivity is encouraging since ' -.

modern irrigated farms and mechanized rainfed farming account for 65 per cent of the crop

production. It is important, however, that improvements in the traditional rainfed

farming including livestock development, should be given due attention in view of the

fact that this sub-sector is vital for regional balances, higher yields relative to the costs

of imports and labour-intensive techniques, Efforts in this area entail better agricul

tural practices, supply of imports, provision of credits and markets facilities^-purther-

morQ, attempts at diversification and adequate production of food crops should continue

without losing sight of the major export crops such as cotton. This two-fold objective of

self-sufficiency in food production and increase in export earnings should be the main

fo-cus in the immediate and short-term agricultural development programmes.

Industrial development -

■..;■■'■■" •■ ■ • ■ :* "i-v -1 ■ • ■ '■ • • '■'

198. The share of industrial production, which is largely agro-based, is estimated at about
,r- .." iv ,■■.■:'. . ;.:'■■'■•'

6 per cent of GDP. The performance of manufacturing in real tersis achieved growth of 4.7

per cent during 1970-1979. The potential of increasing industrial output was undermined

■
T BKr



in the 1970s by a wide range of constraints particularly in the utilization of existing

capacity. These constraints include inadequate supply of importted raw material,

transport facilities, irregularity of power supply financial problems and weakness in

management. Future prospects therefore depend on how effectively these constraints

are put under control. ""' ' '•- *"''.""" " yT '"***' '

Power and energy

199. The major source of power in the country is hydroelectriciity, providing 70 percent-..

of electric supply. Sudan is fortunate in this respect in view of the escalating price "

Of petroleum. The total existing generating capacity is put at: 230 MW with a potential'

capacity of about 16000 MW. It is evident that in order to exploit the hydro-potential :

~°f the countrv enormous investment as well as technical difficulties have to be overcome^

In the short run, the problem of irregularity of power which has been adversely affecting""

the industrial sector has to be overcome.

200. In Sudan, as.in raos1;; non-oil developing countries, energy is recognized as the

greatest, "burden on. all the.;.s.ectors of the economy as well as touching, the lives..of.,.the.,

people* The amount of petroleum needed annually is about. 1.7 rmillion tons absorbing..aboi

^O per cent of the export earnings of the country, and thus contributing to the current

account deficits and affecting adversely the balance of payments!. ." X

201*.,In terms of policy implications, the conservation of .energy., continued effort to '

explore petroleum and the expansion of capacity for refining should be at the forefront. .

As far as exploration of petroleum is concerned, it is envisaged! to pursue promising

indications of reserves more intensively. With the completion of additional capacity........ .

of refinery (up to 10 million barrels a day), it is anticipated tto meet half of the

demand in the next three years; the remaining half of the demand! is envisaged to be

covered in the subsequent three years or so. .....

Transportation ' ' ■ . ■-. . ■ •■.: -j.-:

202. Various modes of transport exist in the Sudan and some improvements have been made '"'

over the last decade. Road construction, for instance, was givem due priority; new

roads of 520 km in length were completed in 1977, with a further ;programme to complete

1547 km in length currently underway. A better network of feedier roads have also been

launched. .
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203- ^e railway' system of transport covers 5493 km in length and it links vital

centr-33 such as Khartoum with Port Sudan, very important outlet for trade. 'The main

problem facing the railway system is with regard to operational matters and manage

ment weakness.

204- nrater'..'a^.i? consisting of river transport, have also great potentialities given

proper planning to create linkages with the otrier modes of transport,

125- Future investments in transport should be seen in the context of overall priori

ties in development programmes, effective utilization uf existing facilities and

better co-ordination of the various systems with a view of operating them on sound

economic basis..

2G5* As- far as the public finance is concerned, overall deficits persisted for the

whole period of the 197QS§ Recurrent revenue increased frona &S I64.4 million in

1970/71 to hS 2S7.8 million in l?74/75? and rose ,to fcS 686 million in 1978/79 and

subsequently reached 45 835*2 million in 1910/d^ with an annual growth of 23,7 per

cent or %.2 per cent at 1974/75 prices* Recurrent expenditure also increased from

feS 162.2 million iii 1970/71 to frS 264 million in 1974/75 and to 4S 659 million in

1978/79. ffiia expenditure reached *S 737tl million ^in 1979/60 at a growth rate of

22.3 per cent or 5-4 per cent at 1974/75 prices. Development expenditure on the

other hand, increased from feS 25 million in l?7O/71 to &S 117*2 million in 1974/75

and to 43 203 million in 1973/79, and reached hS 254.6 million in 1979/80 at a growth

of 20.2 per cent or 3-2 per cent at 1974/75 prices.

206» The shortfall in revenue to finance a good portion of development expenditure

has resulted in deficit financing and mor-:-. reliance- on external sources, both having

their respective consequences. In I978/79, for instance, the overall deficit amounted

to 4S 176 million and this had to be financed by domestic borrowing of 4S 120 million

and by external source of 4S 56 million.

External trade and balance of payments

207* Most of the balance of payments problems stem from a variety of devastating

structural problems inherent in the economy for a long time. Agriculture, being;i-

the chief earner of foreign exchange, virtually experienced no growth in real terma

during the pant few years. Consequently, massive excess' capacities existed in must

of the economic activities due to irregular supplies of local raw materials.' The

economic ability to rapid1growth- especially in the export sector, was seriously

handicapT-<ed in many ways. Underdeveloped role infrastructure, inadequate storage

facilities and stock management and lack of basic imported inputs to develop agricul

ture account for the major ones. Vulnerability of the economy to world economic

situation presents a formidable factor to growth. The sharp fluctuations in world
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prices due to recession and the development of technology of synthetics and substitutes

has-profoundly dampened export prices of primary products. The unfavourable terms

of trale, coupled with tlio domestic pricing policies, have :not sufficiently induced

farmers to 1-. /o v? entirely to commercial exportable crops. Cotton, which has been

traditionally the principal expert crop, recently suffered from a strong shift

*away to o.iher staple crops with, a minimum guaranteed .prices. The change in the

cropping pattern ar.l crop rotation initiated in I974/1975 bias intensified the shift. ♦

2O8# The-i-T.balance on trade account has constantly persisted throughout the 1970s,

except for 1972 which registered a marginal recovery. The small trade surplus realised

in that particular year of a mere hS 1.4 million was more orr less a temporary

phenomenon mostly due to increased production of cotton andl improved prices of oil

s-eeds. The worst years were, 1975 and 1979 reflecting the intensity of the two

oil crisis of 1973/74 and 1973/1979- In.the two years in -question, import payments

were nearly twice export proceeds,

209. During.. 197O-1979 import rose from. &S 108-3 million im 1970 to &S 356*0 in

1919, a growth of almost more than 15»2 per cent on^yearly baois. Exports, on

the other hand, have not experienced a corresponding jump. It only matched,the

growth of import capacity by 1^.6 per cent during tlie same period, being only

hS 101.6 million in 1970 and *S 227.1-million in 1979-- In the circumstances,

restoration of balance of trade is an unlikely venture in future. Exports on the

main are import reliant. Export expansion programmes, pspecially for cotton and

groundnuts, entail substantial amounts, of imported input increments in fertilizers

and fuel. Imports of fuel which stands at present at 17 P^t cent of the total

import bill, absorbs nearly one third of the export earnings. It rose from &S 9

million in 1970 to £S 72 million in 1979? and there is har-dly any foreseen effective

conservation policies or alternative sources to slow it doran. Moreover, the splurge

of the tremendous development efforts of 1974j besides proT^ision of basic raw materials

'for industry led to the rise in imports of investment..goods. This has..been .aggravated

"by the growing proportion of supplementary imports for consmnption.

21CL In tae last few years and especially in 1979? the imbalance grew uut of

manageable proportions; at one time it was conceived impossible to cover the deficit

without adhering to a long-term remedial measures. 'Consequently, capital inflow

rose from hS 7.2 million in I978 to hS 120.2 in 1979 to ooT/er an increase of 30:

per cent in imports in spite of a slight increase in export!; that year and a

considerable improvement in the transfer account. On the other side, repayment
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commitments represents a continuous drain on the country's foreign resources. Had

not arrears on debt repayments, which reached £& 600 million in 1979, "been disguised,

the current acco\:nt would have shewn a wider gap than it has Mitherto. In' view

of the accumulating deficit, occasional recourse has been mad« recently to short-

term borrowing. iowever? by the end of 1979, external debt reached 4 2.6 billion.

About one third of the total amount of debt had been obtained as commercial loans

(suppliers1 credit) on hard terms, inappropriate to Sudanese present circumstances.

211. The persistent ie.fi jit on the current account was a continuous drain on "'-'

the country's foreign exchange reserves which eventually ran down to only 3 to 5

months of import cover. Met debt services rose sharply in the last years due to

increases in interest payments. Debt service payments as proportions of exports

ros.j tremendously from 11 per cent in 1973 to 30 per cent in 1979-

212.. Most heartening is that the invisible account starts to recover due to the *'■■

massive remittance flow of Sudanese working abroad in-response to the policy of

parallel market arrangements- Moreover, an economic reform package has been

recently introduced aiming at the restructuring of the agricultural sector in an

effort to boost exports, devaluation of the- Sudanese pound by- introducing multiple

exchange rate system, regulation of exchange rate system, regulation of exchange

and trade to secure an orderly settlements of external debt and arrears. Domestic

policies to expand diversification efforts both in the field of production and to

seek profitable outlet markets are vigourously pursued by Sudanese authorities.-

In view of these genuine efforts, the situation urgently calls for an expanded

inflow of grants and concessionary, foreign finance, postponements and rescheduling

of repayments and more conversion of loans into concessional assistance are essential

for the country's rapid economic development efforts.

213* Persuant to this policy, in 1978 the government introduced a programme of'

economic reform regulating the foreign exchange allocations whereby three rates ■ ■'

of exchange for the Sudanese pound were applied as the Sudanese pound is believed

to be increasingly overvalued. . Under the new exchange system the rate for the

Sudanese pound were supposed to be substantially closer to each other than the rates

that were'in effect. In 1979? this was supplemented with new measures to regulate

the flow of foreign exchange. The measures include:

(a) Cancellation of the nil-value imports,
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(b) the establishment of two rates for the Sudanese pound instead of the

three rates that existed. According to the new rates, proceeds of some major

exports, e.,j. cotton seed oil, gum arabic and payments for some essential imports ■

e.g., petroieiaa products, wheat, industrial imports will be valued at the official

rate. And other exports and imports will be valued at the parallel rate,

(c) restrictions on the inflow of foreign exchange wer*e lifted and Sudanese

were-encouraged to open non-resident accounts at local bankn.

214* The aim of the preevnt policy is to encourage Sudanese working abroad to •-••"

channel their savings home and to pave the way for the attraction of- more foreign

capital. ■

*■

Monetary Developments

215. Money supply accelerated sharply in 1978 and 1979, after showing steady move-' '"

ments over the years of the 1970s. The level of the money supply has jumped by

almost 41 per cent in 1979- 'Jhe acceleration was notable in proper money which

rose from hS 57O.6 million in I978 to &S 829.3 million in 1979 amounting to 90

per cent of the total increase than in quasi-money which is generally believed to

have a lower effect on inflation tendencies. This has been further depressed by

the net external position of commercial banks and external reserves of the Central

bank which has been continuously worsening, reaching an unprecedented level of

£S 286 million in 1979* In the last few_ years net claims on Ithe oentral government,

the public entities and the private sector have substantially- increased. Domestic

credit rose from £S 898.4 million in 1977 to £S 1202,9 million in I978 and to

£S 1399.2 million in 1979, an increase of almost 33-9 per ceant and 16 per cent

inr 1978 and 1979 respectively. The overall effect was the prevalence of strong

inflationary pressures which was believed to have soared to 4© per cent in 1979. ;

2&6» Bant claims on the private sector, mainly on speculative purposes, rose

substantially from hS 287.6 million in 1977 to hS 366.2 millioji in I978 and to

iS 46O.9 million in 1979? depicting an increase of 27.3 per cent

and 25.8 per cent in 1978 and 1979 respectively, against a smaller increase of

14*6 per cent in 1977- Despite the limitations placed on the- 'commercial banks*

lending ability, it was estimated that about 32.8 per cent of the expansion in money

supply was attributed to fcfca credit extended to the private s.ector. The situation

is even more disturbing in the public sector's credit position. Due to increasing

burden of meeting current and development expenditure, the government continued
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to borrow rather liberally. The phenomenon existed since 1975? reflecting the

pressing needs to meet the high import prices of oil accentuated by 1973/74 oil

crisis- Sicilarly-j public entities faced by severe financial difficulties have

heavily resorted to bank: borrowings, Tneir borrowing doubled" in one year from

fcSlll-8 million in 1977 to 43 222.7 million in 1978, and increased by 38 per cent

to £S3Q6.6 million ir. 1979* In view of this, about 35 per cent of the monetary

expansion was attributed to the substantial extension of .-caredit to the public sector

in 1979« £&* position of the net foreign assets has depressed the situation further,

Net foreign assets were constantly decelerating, reaching its highest peak iri 1979,

reflecting the worsening position of external reserves of ithe central bank and th,e

serious decline in balances of commercial banks held abroad.* .. ■■ ■,,
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introduced recently :rith the ai:.: to li-T,it the amount of money craation in the economy

and to contain the inflationary tendencies in force for a long 1r;L-ne. The package includes

building tighter banking controls hy financial stabilization prcrjramnes to halt the rate

of credit creation and to chscli recourse to deficit financing frso the banking system *

by placing greater ~-liance on foreign aid to correct deficits. Persuant to this policy,

in 1973/1979 the extension of credit to the private sector was JLuaited to only £S 7Q

million.

Employment and prices ■ ■ . ■ J\ "■■

216* The general price index, in the past few years, kept on xising owing to the sharp

rises in the value of imports at a depreciated exhange rate. Excess demand due to supply

irregularities and inadequate stock management have pushed the price level to a record ir

1979* Consequently,, the cost of living indices for the low—salaried employees 'rose

by 18 percentage points in 1979« The worst increase cane in 1973 when the index rose by

52 percentage points. The increases in the wage demand and the xises in governnent

expenditure accounted, among others, for the real causes of the irecent price upsurges.

The enormous monetary expansion with a record level of 41 per cesnt, the sharp rises in

the prices of basic imported inputs including fu3lf and the decelerated growth of

commodity sectors of 1.4 per cent on yearly basis hav2 exerted severe inflationary

tendencies in the economy with the rate of inflation soaring up 3ro 40 per cent during the

last two years. In view of the inadequacy of governnent policies to control tbd price

level and to combat inflationary forces, price stabilization fusids were strengthened. The

revenues alloted to these funds increased fron jis 2.6 million in 1975/76 to fls 5»?-

million in 197^/79• However, the government has now paid special attention to stock

management and supply regulations.

219» tabor force constituted about 7 millions or 55 per cent <of the total population

according to the latest i973 census. The bulk of the labour force, about 80 per cent are

either engaged in agriculture or related activities. Unemployment has been increasingly

rising* However, open unemployment (estimated at 2 per cent of the total labour force) is

decreasing with the continuous brain drain and emigration of workers to the oil rich

Gulf States. Severe shortages in skilled labour have boen recently apparent. Temporary

emigration, including rural-urban emigration is estimated at 14 per cent. Increasing

attention has now been devoted to control unorganized emigration and strict regulations

are devised to organize its floTr.

L
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220* A job evaluation and classification schone was in effeet in June 1973 with the

aini to raisi.ij the productivity, equal pay for equal work, arid to remove wage differential

between the government employees and those in the paractatal organizations. The scheme

raised the Brintosa wa-*e to'jtS 2-3 and indicated an annual increment to be fixed at' not less

than 5 p^r czn'c of the annual wage.

. . . i.t

221. ■ The fcacx-iiata ?-r.d saort-tcr-r, objectives would be to aalke the necessary adjustments

to the current economic crisis by reversing tho deteriorating tcrend in the balance of

payments, through celf-sufficiency in food supply and expansiom of exports, raising the

level of utilization of existing capacity, as In the case of iindustry and transport, and

rectifying tho imbalances in the domestic financial position.

„ 222. To this end, a three-year investment prograome (1930/31.—I982/B3) has been envisagad

The .level of attainment of this pro^raniie v/ould indeed detemiEae the nedium^term as well

as the long-tem objectives for the whole decade which would io^ply substantial increases

in the over-all rate of growth and per capita income, structural changes in the economy,

improvement in infrastructure and external paynent position, as well as regionally and ■

^jectoralLy balanced developnientt
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223- In crd--r to achieve the above objectives, both in the short ten and long-terft .

basis, fcbs strategy in the abort run, "ould be eciphaaio on the rehabilitation and

productivity ,ir?.vo of existing facilities, completion of on-^oing projects as in the case

of transport aad power, including tartar resources d^velopnsnt,. both of which are' crucial

to agriculiur-s and industry. * ..

224. Th2 tar-_t for tha overall growth during the thrse-yeaiT investment programme

is 5 oer cent >sr vsar, trith the view 01 raising this growth irate to 7-5 per cent

"towards the end of t!» 1980s. This ihcludos an annual growth rate of 7 per cent in ! '

export earain.33 in the first half "of the decade and C per cent for the whole decade.

225. Za aanufacturin- industry emphasis would bo"given to agro-based industries and

production of agricultural inputs such as fertilizer, insecticides, spare parts, and

agricultural i;.ipl3: .ents. Secondly, the development of basic iLnfrastructure including

power as well as export-oriented industries, exploration of minerals should be ful^..

taken into account. It shoulc bo noted however, that as in tfcaa case of agriculture, efforts

to-achieve self-sufficiency in basic consumption of goods suc£a as sugar, textiles and

also cenent would be vital. • .-. . .,„ . . ■■

226. The attainment of the above objectives as '.rell as self-sufficiency in oil by the

end of the 1900b, ell indicate the heavy task ahead and the effective nanagenent of the

economy especially to contain the present crisis.

Resource requirements for the lgCOa

227. The financial resource roc^iirenents are bczed on the investment pro^ranrae for the

short-tern period between I9OO/8I and I982/C3, and the p.ediurt-tern invesfc>ent needs

between I9C3/O/1 anfc 1905/35, For the short-tare: period total requirement of external

resources would be fs 1940 nillion. This covers #3 9^0 niUion forei,^n exchange costs,

.^S 215 million local costs, and £c 825 million counterpart fitids and financial support.

For the eediun-terrr. requirenent, total external resource is estiaatcd at jfe5?200 million.

Out of this total, foreign exchange costs would be #3 2^05 aillion, local costs come to

|iS 675 nillicn, and counterpart fund and financial support -jontld bo jls lr920 million.

228. Out of the external resource requirements for the thrse-year period of tfs 1,940

million, jLs S10 nillion is oxpocted fror. pact conr.iitruents and the rei.iainin^ jis 1,030

Billion fron additional disburcenent. Similarly, for the nix—year period, out of the

#3 5,200, the expected disbursement fror. past commitaantfl a:.-oiant to jlS 1,^40 million

and additional disburser.ieiits ar.iount to ^S 3>9-^ ^i^
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229« The implications of the above requirements on public finance are evident. As in all

least developed countries, the greatest problem in Sudan is how to increase public savings

by fflsnsrating sufficient surplus of recurrent revenue over ninii'l'ijlfct expenditure in order .

to finance development expenditure, covering a ^ood portion"of local costs and expedite '

t^he disbursement cf external resources by providing the necessary advance payments. This

would not be an ^cy task in View of the amount of fund involved.

230. During fch<3 first y?o,T of the investaisnt programs (1980/8I) overall deficit would

be tS 530 million including tS 440 million for development expenditure and 1& 240 million

being excess of recurrent expenditure over recurrent revenue. For the whole six-year

investment programme, overall deficit is estimated at jfe 6,311 million representing #5 4,705

million for development expenditure and #S l,5ll million excess of recurrent expenditure

over recurrent revenue. The lavel of domestic borrowing would, be tS 337 million for the

three-year period and #S 706 million for the six-year period. Taking all these into account,

there would bo a need for additional domestic resource mobilization estimated at tfS 410

million for the medium-tern period,

23it It should be emphasized that the requirements indicated arc only for the half of

development decade. The level of commitment by donors to meet this need as well as the

requirement for the whole decade would indeed be crucial. The government on its part has

to intensify its efforts at two fronts: containing recurrent expenditure within reasonable

levels; mobilization of both tax and non-tax revenues through necessary reforms, and

improvements of tax administration and rationalization of the operations of public entorprisej

with a view of generating additional resources to meet the doraestic resource ^ap«

Aid Modalities

232. Sadan, during the 1970s, encountered a painful experience with donors and lending

institutions. In order not to break the tempo of development in the face of the growing

reluctance on the part of donors, Sudan had to contract loans on very hard terms. The

magnitude of concessional assistance in the loan profile lias been continuously decreasing

especially in the last two years. Most of the assistance does not address itself to the

economic realities of the country and is not oriented towards Xong-tern development project

of crucial importance to the development of infrastructure. Sudan favours more assistance

to be directed for rehabilitation programme than to heavy accumulation of capital without a

corresponding increase in output. More emphasis should be given to debt relief schemes and

balance of payment support in the face of worsening terms of trade. Multi-lateral financial

and technical assistance institutions should be requested to be more flexible in approaching
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these circumstances* In this regard, 1313?, for instance, should be urged to change it©,; :\

one year programme into 5 or 5 years to cater for structural adjustment,

UIT /

233. - Sudan does not favour setting up of pest-conference institutional arrangements* -.

Sudan rould Like the international organizations (Utl) to be norc3 involved in nobilizing

resources for tho L^Xs and in particular the strengthening of IUNDP to monitor and review

progress in this fielc. Sudan strongly supports the convening cof the Conference of - f

Ministers of African UXZs in July 1961 for th^ fomulation of ain African common stand*
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PART IV; AUKEXES

Table A.l. Ga:r."bia. Government Revenues and Sypenditures (D million)

1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/^0

1. Recurrent Revenues

"2. Recurrent lipenditure

3i Balance . .

*4« Development jExpenditure

(net)

.5* Overall deficit

6. Foreign loans (net)

7* Domestic finance (net)

3. Grants

46.2

44.0

■ 2.2

12.2

-10.0
■

V

0.3

4.9

.1.0

65.5

58,7

6.8

41.2

7.7

32.6

1.0

65-9

66.6

101.0

37.2

39-7

24.2

79-7

73.2

68.4

•61.9

24.1

25.8

18.5

92.8

84.9

101.3

-93.4

58.9

23.9

18.5

Sources Country Presentation
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A 2. The Gambia. Merchandise trade of the Gaabia. 1974/75 - 1979/80

millions of Dalasi

Groundnuts in

aroundr.-^s, 's isl I
Sraundnut .^il, unra^iB&S

Groundnut ceal sal c&j&s

Groundnuts' and products

Palm kernels and Sz£b

?ish and fish preparations

XL&'es and skir.s

Other exports

Domestic exports

He-exports (recorded only)

Total exports

Iapcrts

Food

.Beverages and tobacco

Crude materials

Minerals fuels, lubricants

Oils and fats

■3L:ecicals

0.3
4fi.T

26.1

■ 7.7

8C.7

■ 0.7

. 1.7

0.1

0.2

S3.4

.1.5

84.8

2.2

41-5
21.8

5.3

71.4

c.4

0.4

0.1

0.6

75.0

2.3

77.4

50.2

34.0

13.4
97.6

0.2

3.6

0.1

0.1

3.01.5

4.6

106.1

26.2

27.6

9-2

63.0

1.6

7.6

0.2

2.0

74-4

13-6

88.0

40.1

16.7

5.9
62.8

0.8

3.7

0.2

1.9

69.4

25.0

94.4

33.8

14-7

5.1
55.6

0.3

6.7
1.6
0.-

64.6

IE. 2

83.1

17.1

4.1

2.5
7.9
0.2

8.0

29.9

9.9

■ 3.5

9.1
0.3

9.8

31.4
12.8

4.7

11.4

0.7

12.4

41.5
13.8

4.5

19.4

0.5
17.0

48.8

9.9

4.4
21.0

0.3

13.3

63.9
I4.6

3.4
26.2

C.3
15.8

1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1375/60

hj material

"lachinery and transport

equipsent

Miscellaneous manufactured

articles

Ooosoditiss and transactions

not classified according

■ . to kind

Total imports

Trado balance

Terns of trade

Unit value of domestic exports

'Talt value of imports

fersis of trade

Volu.7." of Araie

Doxestic exports

Total exports

Imports ,

Source: ?.;;v-r::al tra-5 s+,a fistic?.

1'-79/60), CBG Bulletin and tautest spesefe

Data for 1976/77 - 1979/60 subject

26.

12.

8.

2.

86.

-3.

100.

100.

100.

100.

IOC.

100.

100,

0

5

1

0

3

5

0

0

*>

0

0

0

0

(1974/T5
1 ■-■

to 1

45.

r\ —

C-tLm

12.

2.

5

0

0

3

144.4

-67.

83-
115.

72-

107.

109.

142.

73.

- 19-

1 (unit Vc

•oviaion.

0

4
0

5

9
A

t

1

2

%
it

52.

27-

15-

1.

-i69.

-63.

indi&x,

113.

2135-
53.

101.

110.

141.

90,

3S-);,.

5

1

1

0

1

0

48.

48.

12.

1.

203.

-120.

1974/

4
2

9

3

4

7

0

3 a

__

116.

151.

76.

76.

39.
155.

58.

nd CB(

7

8

6

4

1

1

100

2

3
8

7

3 -

7

9

: Bu

57.0

48.7

15.9

1.6

221.0

-126.6

122.5
167.0

73.4

68.0

90.9

149.6

49.9

lletin (

87

6C

If

1

-207

8S
18c

49

86

10;-

16:

43

1976/:

_____

.8

.8

.7

*j'

.4

.3 -

.c

.9

. [

T

I ""

-



Table A.3- ?-ie C-.^r/bia. Balance of

Exports (fob)

Domestic exports

Recorded re—-::-:c;-ort3

Unrecorded, re--■".c;>orts (est. )
Other adjustments

Imports (fob)

Merchandise Balance

Services and income (credit)

* . Travel , . .

Other'

Services and income (debit)

Insurance and freight ,

Technical assistance payments

. Other

Balance on services and income

Private transfers (nst)

Current Account l/

Official transfers (net)

Technical assistance grants

Other

Long-term capital (net)
Official loans

Direct investment

Other private

Short-turm capital (net)

Capital Account

Errors and omissions (net)

Overall Balance

Sources Country presentation.

l/ Balance on goods, services

Eaycients (millio

.-
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ns of Dalasi)

1974/75 1975/76

97-2

83-4
1.5

13.5
. ■ -1.2

81.2

16.0

20.9.

10.3

10.6.

-25.0

-13-0

-1.5
-10.5

-4.1

-0.4

11.5

7.9

1.5
6.4

3.2

4.2

C.2

-1.2

-5-9

5-2

7.4

24.1

89.I

75-0

2.3

13.6

-1.8

122*4

-32.3

25.9

13.4
12.5

-33.0

-20.0

-3.5

-9-5

-7.1

2.6

-36.8

2.8

2-5

-0.7

5.0

2.9

1-9
0.2

2.6

10.4

11.9

14.5

1976/77 1977/78

123.7
101.5

4-6

17.0

0.6

144-9

-21.2

33.2

19.1
14.1

-41.2

-24.2

-3.2

-13.3

-8.0

2.3

-27.0

9-0

3.2

5.8

10.1

6.8

-

3.2

-3.9

15.2

I4.6

2.8

and income and private transfers.

■

93.0

. 74,4 .
13.6

7.6

-0.6

177.5

-82.5
33.3

18.2

15.1

-67.6

-29.8

-16.4
-21,4

-34.3

0.2

-116.6

25.9

16.4

9.5

27.7
25.0

44

-1.7

6.7

6O.3

27.3

-28.9

1976/79

107-4

.69-^
25.O

13.0

-

I88.7

-81.3

49.1
33.1
16.0

-83.2

-31. c

-29.7

-19.9

-34.1

-1.8

-117.2

34.1

29.7

4.4

39.7
19.6

23.."

6.2

8C.C

9.3

-27.9
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Table A.4. The Gambia, . Monetary Survey 1970 and 1975 to I98O (millions of dalasi)

.End

1970

i-Jnd

1975

End

1977

End

1978

iihd

1979

June

I960

Net foreign assets 16.. 31 61.07 38.42

Net Claims on Govornae-t . -9.30 -3.09 16.78

'Claims on-Official entities - 25.25 13.68

'Claims on pisivafce a ^or 17,85 22.96 53-74

Mo»«y 1^4-7 37-34 38.SO
Quasi-mdney _ 2.91 10.56 21.65
Special deposits - 52.39 29.34

Other ifems (not) 4.96 5.38 31.83

21.03 -27.43

23.73. 43-93

13.;O8 27.76

77.54 83.06

57.46 56.55
31.87 24-27
12.77 0.02

33.26 46.46

-27.27

37.23
46.IO

90.36

48.24
24.08

1.27

72.22

i

Sources IMF* International Financial Statistics, Vol. MX No. 11, November 1977
and Vol. XXXIII No.'?, September I960. .
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Tr-ble 3.1. Lesotho. Government revenue c

1J7?/3O (..dllions of rrjid)

. .. , ....

Recurrent revenue

Recurrent expenditure

Balance

Capital receipts

Capitol expenditure

Overdl "bclcnce

„...■-

Annex

Page 5

nd ex-penditure 1970/71, 1975/76-

.... . ^ - — —'•

1

.-*-'■•

...

.. . ....

1970/71-1975/76 1976/77' 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80

11.6

11.4

0.2

1.1

1.7

-0.4

29.3

26.2

3.1

7.0

12.4

-2.3

30.1

32.3

-2.2

' 8.7

15.1

-8.5

53.7

45.3

7.9

20.4

25.7

+2.5

79.6

13.6

'87:7^
...

98.0

79-9^
isa .

•♦•

...

Sourcei Compiled from.Cctc. supplied 'oy Lesotho authorities.

vj Inclu'les rv^jiiinistr-vtive account raid reserve fancis.

b/ Includes donor nitled expenditure.
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Table B.2. Lesotho. External

(million Rands) ... ...

■ -■■- ■ ■■■

"'External 'tr:.de

Exports

Imports

3alanqe

■. Balance of pryi.ient

Services (net)

Touriaa

Government services

Other services . .

Custom Unions revenue

Balance on current account

Capital account

trade and

1975/76

9.2

-129.4

-120.2

90.5

.. (9Q-0-.

(5.3

(-4.4)

(-0.4)

15.5

-14.2

balance of

" 1976/77

- '■

H.7

-176.7

. . >162.O

103.9

.. (103.1) .

(6.3)

(-5.4)

(-0.6)

I6.5

. -41.6

pr^gasnt lSf5/76-1978/79

1977/73

12.0

-20L.9

-189.9

120.2

..Xiia-3).-

(9.1)

(-6.5)

(-0.7)

32.9

-36.9

' 1978/79

16.7

-245.0

-228.3

192.2

(3.5)

(1.4)

(42.2) ■-. '.--■■■.:•-.

39.5

3.4

Private foreign investment

Extern.il' gr-oits and loans to

the Government (through the

budget)

Directly funded aid

Total capital inflotxs

13.6 20.6 5.3 2.6

8

7

29

.4

.0

.0

10.4

10.4

41.0

15.2

10.0

30.5 -6.0

Net change in reserves an;1,

errors m<\ onmissions 14.8 -0.6 6.4 -3-1-

Source: Compiled from data provided by Lesotho authorities.

."-">■-'•_.. ■ ■ ■ •—"■—'—*— ■ . ——
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Table 3.3. Lesotho: Uonot-ry Survey, 1973 to 1979 (millions of rend)

End

1975

End

1976

End

1977

End

1978

End

1979

Net foreign r.sseta

Domestic credit

Net clr&us on government

ClrdLis on official entities

Claims on private sector

Deqrjid deposits '

Ti):ie ancl saving deposits

Other items (net)

17.39 17.40 23.16 25.92 34V93

-0.81

1.40

8.43

7.41

18.70

0.31

U47

2.34

11.57

11.37

23.24

-1.82

6.29

4.29

13.64

18.78

29.24

-O.63

6.82

2.85

18.45

23.51

34.32

-4.07

5.98

2.36

25.50

33.01

41.31

-5.54

Source: Compiled from dr,tr\ supplied by Lesotho commissioner of

Institutions.
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Table C.I. Malawi. Government Revenue and Expenditure

• ..... . . Budget ■ Revised

1976/77 1977/7S 197S/79 1979/80 1960/81 I98O/8I 1981/82

1*-Recurrent Revenue. 9^»8

2. Recurrent Expenditure >f": ■ 6

3'. Surplus or Deficit 9.2

4jttaent'J '"

Exp endi tur e (net)

5* Overall Deficit

Financing

6* Foreign Loans (net)

7» Domestic (net)

8, Grants

-53-9

46.7

116-3

101.9

14.4

76.6

62.2

I48.6

134-5

14*1

113.5

99.4

I87.O

156.6

30.4

149.2

118.8

3

22.5

159.2

136.7

204-.-9-

192.2

12.7

172.0

159-3

■ 2-16.0

201.1

14.9

155-5

141-0

23.

13.

9.

9

4

4

42

3

16

-5

.8

.0

61.

11.

26.

8

6

0

71.

13.

34.

0

2

0

74.

8.

54.

5

2

0

55-

42.

61.

1 ■ :

9 ■

3

. 79-

■ -. -

61,

8

2

Sources Economic Survey, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Lilongwe, I98O.



Table C

I."

!

II.

i

III

17.

k

■

■ -f. ■

f

.2. Malawi. Balance of

Merchandise Trade—'

1.

2,

3-

Exports f.o.b.

Imports f.o.b.

3alance (l)-(2)

Services (net) .

4.

6.

7-

Non-factor

services

' Factor services

Balance (43+(5)

"1971 "

59-3

75.3

-16.0

-17.7

-au£

-20.$

Balance on goods and .-

services (3)+
(6)

. Transfers (net)

8.

9.

10.

Private

Government

3alance (8)+<9)

Capital

11.

12.

13.

14-

15.

16.

17-

Long—term (net)

Private

Official-^/
Total

Short-term (net

Errors and .-/

omissions—'

-36.9

1.9

8.6

10.5

n>

16.4

27.4

)^0.4

-1.3

Balance, capital 26.5

Changes in ent—'
1

official external

reserves

(increase = —)

Payments Summary (K 1

" 1972

64*5

89.3

-24-8

-20.1

■ -3.7

-23.8

-48.6.

2.4

10.8

8.3

20.4

28.7

0.8

11.5

41.*

1573

79.9

99.I

-19.2

"-17.0

0.8

-16.2

-35.4

3-9

9.7

13.6

9.3

25.8

35.1

-O.7

15.5

48.9

1974

101.3

139-0

-37.7

-12.8

12.4

*-C.4

-38,1

3.7

7.3

10.7

12.5

36.2

48.7

-7.5

41.2

lilXion]

1975

122.1

193.1

-7X-0

-17.8

in. 7

-7-1

-7©.l

4-9

7.3

12.2

6.7

75-1

-22.6

52-5

1976

151.6

166.1

-14.5

-37.1

-17.5

-54-6

-69.I

4.#

20.1

25.0

9.2

32. -p

41.9

-29.3

12.6

Annex
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1977

180.3

I65. 2

15a

-48,8

-23.0

-71.8

■

-56.7 ■

5.0

1&.#

23.0

10.0
/

64.32/
74.8

11.2

86.0

9

1978

155.7

221.9

-66.2

-75.0

-4,'q

-79.0

■145.2

32.8

37.8

16.5

63.9

8O.4

11.7

92.1

■ 4 A

■ -■ -

1979

I89.8

254.3

-64.5

-

-99.0

-34.2

-133.2

*

-197-7

6.C

38.1

44-1

•

12.2

c/ c/

110.3

42.7

-8.7

144.3

(lO)+(l6)+(7) -0.1 -3.2 -27-1 -13.8 13.4 31.5 -52.3 15-3 9.3

Sourcesi National Statistical Office, balance of Payments 1976, EFD, RBI-I and Treasury.

a/ Due to revisions, figures differ froa: those published in the Economic Reports.

b/ ITet capital inflow to Government and public ent-erprises.

c/ Including officially intermediated funds and drawing on the 1975 Oil Facility of

K2.5 million in 1975 and Kl.4 million in 1976. The entsy for 1977 also'includes drawings
on the Pir^t Credit Tranche of X5.7 million and on the iTUst F-jnd Loan of K.7 million.

That for I97S includes a drawing on the Trust Fund Loan of £4.8 million while that for I?7>'

includes drawings on the EIF's Compensatory .Financing Facility of K20.0 million, the Trust

Fund Loan of K.48 million and the balance of the First Credit Tranche of K3.2 million.

&/ Including cnanges in net foreign assets of the commercial banks.

e/ From 1974 to I978 including short-term net aunaa«ats.
t/ Fron 1974, the figures represent changes in gross foreign reserves of the monetary

authorities.
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Table C.3. Kalv.ri. Monetary survey (million of Kwacha)

1975 1977 1978 1979

L gn as 3 p t": (net)

Domestic- credit

Clair.3 or. govsraaeni; (net;

Claims on official entities

"Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi-money

Other 'items (net)

20.34

26.44

2.14

-4.15

28.44

29-09

14-44

3-15

21.6

IO4.66

34.62 -

. 13.95

56.03 ■

62.71

4I.O4

18.07

10.77

131.89

34-&3

9.39

87.70

69.99

52.67

P.88

-9.01

184.15

46.6O

15.31

122.25

74-95

58.29

20.71

-80.20

267.15

65-35

31.05

170.75

77*61

67.08

24.78

Sources -Reserve Bank of Malawi, Financial and Economics Review Vol, XII

Ifo. 2. 19oO. .
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Table p. 1. . Sudan. Government Revenues and Expenditure (i-S. miUlion) •. ...

1975/76 I976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80

1. E.ecurrent Revenues

2. Recurrent Expenditure

3. Balance

4. Development Expenditure

■ .(net)

5. Overall' Deficit-^ ■

icing—'Pinancin

6. Foreign loans (net)

+ grants

7. Domestic finance (net)

332.0

303.2

28.8

146_.O

-117.2

38b. 4

351.-2

37.2

237.?

-2OO.7

45X.

409.

43u

20O..

-15©-

6

8

8

4

6

580.7

573.7

07.0

I86.9

-179.9

835.2

737.1

98.I

294.6

-196.5

22.5 9.9 '.0 56.0

107.8 159.'6 13O-0 120.0

&/ Source'' Country presentation .....-'

b/ Sources* Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa, I979/8O - ECA

Domestic Borrowing from

Central Bank. 221.5 229.9 303.9

Sources Economic Survey 1978/79*

■ "»w^ll
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Table 33.2. Sudan. Balance of Payments 1974 - 1979 (*S million)

Current Account

Hbqprts

Imports

Trade Balance

Invisible receipts

Invisible payments

Uet Balance

Balance on current A/C.

Capital Account

Official receipts

Official payments

Net Inflow

Suppliers Credits (net)

Compensation

Short-term capital

Errors & Omissions

Monetary Movements

(+ = deficit)

Other Transactions

(+ = outflow)

Net change in foreign

reserves (+ ■ decrease)

1974

139.0

207.0

- 66.0

22.8

57-8

-35-0

-103.0

125.3

27.2

98.1

-1.6

-2.6

8.2

-1-7

+2.6

1975

146.3

284.4

-138.1

34-7

62-9

-28.2

-166.3

64.8

31.3

33.5

-2.0

-2.4

3.1

+0.7

+133.4

-108.2

+ 25.2

1976

209.2

239.4

-30.2

42.0

76.6

-34.6

-64.8

50.8

28.2

22.6

-2.0

-1.4

6.7

+0.9

+38.2

-25.7

+12.5

1977

23O.3

245-9

-I5-6

56.5

76.2

-19-7

-35-3

33-3

21.8

IX. 5

-a* 2

—

24-4

-0.4

mm

-8.6

+8-6

1978

217.4

290.3

-72.9

122.7

92.1

+30.6

-42.3

34.1

26.9

7.2

-1.7

-1.1

26.5

-0.5

+11.9

-14.9

-3.0

1979

227.1

386.0

-158.9

167.3

132.1

+35.2

-123.7

141.7

21.5

120.2

-1.5

-0.3

-8.6

+0.3

+13.6

-4O.8

-27.2

+Includes IMF, changes in foreign assets of Banking system and bilateral account

Source! Banlc of Sudan, Foreign Trade Statistical Digest, 1979-
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Table D. 3. Sudan, * Monetary survey 1975 - 1979 (in million local currency)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Foreign assets.(net)

^Domestic creditl

Claix^ on Government (net) 197*2

* Claims on official entities 153-7

Claims on private sector 206.6

Money 257.6

Quasi-money . 57-9

-172.0 - 210.5 -208,2 -230.9 -286.0

326.1

153.3

250.9

343-9

73.8

499.0

111.8

287.6

423.8

108.1

6I4.O

222.7

366,2

570.6

135.3

631.7

306.6

46O.9

829.3

165.7

Source; Bank of Sudan.




